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� Derived methodology for dynamically consistent PE initialization in complex geometry. � New constrained least-squares optimizations,
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1. Introduction

Imagine that the Lorenz-63 system (Lorenz, 1963) was repre
sentative of the real ocean. Imagine that your goal was to initializ
a useful prediction for this system, from imperfect measurement
By useful prediction, we mean the capability of predicting for som
time, in the ideal case up to the local predictability limit (initia
condition-dependent). If you knew that the initial state was no
zero, why would you spin-up from zero? If one of the state var
ables was measured initially, but with uncertainty, someone ma
guess an initial condition by running the Lorenz model for som
time, keeping the measured state variable fixed. Unless that perso
is so lucky to stop at the right time, the likelihood of the resu
being close to the true initial condition is very small. Hence, bein
on the ‘‘attractor’’ of the model is not enough. What we need is t
be in a neighborhood of the true initial state, such that if we start
prediction from that state, some predictive capability exists. W

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
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odology for the initialization of velocity and transport fields in complex mu
th multiscale dynamics. The result is initial fields that are consistent wit

etry and dynamics, and that can simulate the evolution of ocean processe
ial transients. A class of constrained weighted least squares optimizations
ss velocities while satisfying the complex bathymetry, coastline and dive
weak constraint towards the minimum inter-island transports that are i

velocities provides important velocity corrections in complex archipelago
, the minimum distance and vertical area between pairs of coasts are compu
Method. Additional information on velocity and transports are included a
. We apply our methodology around the Hawaiian islands of Kauai/Niiha
ion and in the Philippines Archipelago. Comparisons with other common in
g hindcasts from these initial conditions (ICs), and with independent in sit
optimization corrects transports, satisfies boundary conditions and redirec
en the hindcasts from these different ICs are found to grow for at least 2
o independent in situ observations, simulations from our optimized ICs ar
errors.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserve

remark that in that case, the subsequent assimilation of limite
data will also have a much easier time at controlling error growth
And second, if the model was imperfect, running the model for to
long in the initial adjustment may also lead to large errors. The pre
sent manuscript is concerned with such estimation of initial ocea
conditions, focusing on regions with complex geometries and mu
tiscale dynamics governed by hydrostatic primitive equations (PEs
(e.g. Cushman-Roisin and Beckers, 2010) with a free ocean surfac
referred to next simply as free-surface PEs (e.g. Haley an
Lermusiaux, 2010, hereafter denoted as HL10).

The estimation of initial conditions (ICs) for ocean simulation
is not a new problem (Wunsch, 1996). For longer time-scale pre
diction (e.g. climatological studies) the use of spin-up from res
to initialize simulations has been frequent (Artale et al., 2010
Maslowski et al., 2004; Schiller et al., 2008; Timmermann et a
2005; Zhang and Steele, 2007) in part because of lack of data fo
initialization. Even for shorter time-scale predictions with mor
synoptic information, spin-up from rest is still often used
However, studies show that using ICs which are not in dynamica
balance (e.g. the zero velocities at the start of the spin-up from
rest) can lead to numerical shock (Oke et al., 2002) and erroneou
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(2
namics (Robinson, 1996, 1999; Lozano et al., 1996; Bes�iktepe
al., 2003). Some variations on the spin-up procedure have been
ed to control shocks, including: multi-stage spin-up schemes
azes-Boezio et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2009); spin-up with data
similation (Balmaseda et al., 2008; Balmaseda and Anderson,
09; Bender and Ginis, 2000; Cazes-Boezio et al., 2008); and
in-up with relaxation to a reference field (Halliwell et al.,
08; Sandery et al., 2011). Other methods to incorporate more
noptic scales and dynamics into the initial fields include feature
odels (FM; Gangopadhyay et al., 2003, 2011, 2013; Schmidt and
ngopadhyay, 2013; Falkovich et al., 2005; Yablonsky and Ginis,
08) and downscaling (Pinardi et al., 2003; Barth et al., 2008;
ason et al., 2010; Halliwell et al., 2011; Herzfeld and
drewartha, 2012). Studies of ocean responses to atmospheric

rcing also highlighted the need of incorporating synoptic scales
d dynamics from the beginning (Falkovich et al., 2005;
lliwell et al., 2008, 2011). Here we incorporate the synoptic

ales and dynamics by creating dynamically balanced initializa-
ns for multiply-connected domains.
Our approach is to efficiently estimate three-dimensional (3D)
itial velocity fields that are consistent with the synoptic observa- 177try
178on
179an
180sta
181rio
182om
183re
184‘‘d
185eit
186a
187su
188wh
189M
190th
ns available, complex geometry, free-surface PEs and any other
levant information by defining and semi-analytically solving a
bal constrained optimization problem. By consistent initial

locity fields, we signify fields that would evolve in accord with
e free-surface PE dynamics in the complex region, simulating
e evolution of these ocean processes without spurious initial
nsients. By ‘‘semi-analytically’’, we mean that we analytically
rive the Euler–Lagrange equations that optimize the cost func-
n and then solve these equations numerically. Our approach is
contrast with procedures that attempt to build flows from

ratch solely through model dynamical adjustment, i.e. through
e-integration of a numerical model. However, our aim is not

replace the estimation of ICs by weak- or strong- constraint gen-

alized inversions over time (Bennett, 1992; Bennett, 2002;
oore, 1991; Moore et al., 2004, 2011). Instead, it is to compute
nsistent ICs. They can then lead to useful predictions or be
ployed as starting conditions in a generalized inversion.
Some key technical questions arise due to the complex geome-

es and multiscale flows. They include: how to account for multi-
e islands, tortuous coastlines and variable bathymetries,
specting boundary conditions? how to compute the minimum
rtical ocean area between islands? how to utilize these areas
set through-flows or local currents within (or near) expected

lues? how to optimize the kinetic energy locally, eliminating
realistic hot-spots? how to ensure conservative 3D flow fields
at satisfy continuity constraints with a free ocean surface? and
ally, how to respect a sufficiently accurate internal dynamics
accord with the observations available and the scales being

odeled? To address such questions, we introduce a subtidal/tidal
paration of velocities and obtain first-guess subtidal velocity
lds from reduced dynamics and hydrographic and flow data.
r optimization then best-fits these first-guess subtidal velocity
lds, enforcing tortuous coastline, bathymetry and divergence
ong constraints. To enforce all of these constraints, cost func-
ns are defined and Euler–Lagrange equations that optimize the-
cost functions are derived and numerically solved. Novel

ments of this methodology include: the incorporation of
ighting functions in the cost functions; derivation of the optimal

richlet open boundary conditions (OBCs); and the optimization
the inter-island transports and near island flows, which provides
portant velocity corrections in complex archipelagos. To set the
ights for the horizontal streamfunctions along island coastlines,

e minimum distance and vertical area between pairs of islands
e computed using a Fast Marching Method (FMM; Sethian,

te
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ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
96, 1999). The use of all available information to optimally esti-
ate the inter-island transports makes our methodology a gener-
zation of the ‘‘island rule’’ (Godfrey, 1989). Our methodology
n also incorporate estimates from the ‘‘island rule’’ as weak
nstraints.
Problem statement and rationale. Mathematically, denoting the
state variable fields as: temperature T; salinity S; horizontal

d vertical components of velocity ~u and w; and free-surface
vation g, our objective is to: (i) obtain initial fields that optimize
onstrained cost function J in a complex domain, D, with bound-

y @D (open boundaries and coastlines) i.e.,

g min
w;g;T;S�

Jðdata; complex geometry; dynamicsÞ in D [ @D;

t also (ii) determine such a cost function J and corresponding
ect solution scheme that will efficiently compute consistent ini-
nction, the constraints and their parameters (Lermusiaux,
07). We thus seek to respect the synoptic data, complex geome-
, scales and dynamics (or representative reduced dynamics)
ly within uncertainties. In other words, the objective is to derive
efficient scheme that computes ICs close enough to the ocean
te at the initial time, so as to subsequently evolve without spu-
us transients due to complex bathymetry and islands (ge-
etry), and also without the possible assimilation shocks. As a

sult, we aim to avoid creating initial velocities solely via a model
ynamical adjustment’’ from too inaccurate first-guesses (e.g.
her too large or too small velocities, as in the extreme case of

model ‘‘spin-up’’ from zero velocities). To illustrate issues with
ch adjustments, consider first the case where T=S remain fixed
ile ~u; w and g are adjusted from a too inaccurate first-guess.

odel errors (discretization and other error modes) can grow in
e velocity fields during the adjustment. Also, due to nonlinear
191rms in the free-surface PEs, even if the T=S fields are perfect,
192e velocity adjustment may either not converge or converge but
193t towards the true velocity everywhere in the complex domain.
194cond, if a first-guess velocity far from the truth is instead adjust-
195by allowing T and S to vary during the adjustment, then poten-
196l energy and kinetic energy would be inter-changed. The
197sulting adjusted density and velocity fields would differ from
198e true ones, e.g. be in a different energy balance or ‘‘attractor
199gime’’ than the real one. Critically, such adjusted fields retain
200me memory of the too erroneous first-guess velocity. Model pre-
201ctions from these fields would then be damaged for some time.
202l of these considerations due to complex geometries are exempli-
203d in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Only data assimilation (DA), i.e. re-ini-
204lization, could correct these biases.
205In what follows, we present our methodology for ICs in complex
206mains (Section 2). In Section 3, we derive the core algorithms to
207timally fit velocities and transports (Section 3.1) and to optimize
208em between and near islands (Section 3.2). In Section 4, we apply
209r methodology around the Hawaiian islands of Kauai/Niihau
210ection 4.1), in the Taiwan/Kuroshio region (Section 4.2) and in
211e Philippines Archipelago (Section 4.3). Quantitative compar-
212ns (i) with other commonly-used initialization strategies, (ii)
213ong hindcasts from these ICs and (iii) with independent in situ
214servations, show that our complex-domain optimization cor-
215cts velocity estimates and incorporates critical constraints on
216e net transports, all of which lead to more accurate forecasts in
217ultiply-connected regions. These are coastal mesoscale examples
218t our methodology is applicable to other scales. A summary and
219nclusions are in Section 5. The free-surface PEs and our modeling
220stem are outlined in Appendix A. Specifics of the methodology,
221cluding some details of the derivations, are in Appendices B–D.

ransports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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2. Methodology: overall scheme

In this section we present a high-level description of ou
methodology for constructing PE-balanced initialization fields i
complex domains, including nesting and downscaling. The step
are outlined in Sections 2.1–2.3 and summarized in Table 1
Implicit in these steps is a separation of the subtidal and tida
velocities/transports (Section 2.3). These steps provide the contex
within which we derive our core algorithms of Section 3 for th
subtidal velocities/transports. These core algorithms solve
weighted least squares optimization by obtaining the exact solu
tions to Euler–Lagrange equations for streamfunction formulation
of subtidal velocity/transport. The specific equations solved are: (
a 1D Poisson equation along the external boundary for the Dirichle
OBCs, (ii) algebraic equations for the constant values for th
streamfunction along the uncertain islands which optimize th
inter-island transports and near-island flows and (iii) a Poisso
equation for the streamfunction, using the BCs from (i) and (ii
Since we focus on velocity optimization, we omit a discussion o
input data, models, etc., which we provide in Haley et al., 2014.

2.1. First-guess velocity

We start by estimating first-guess velocity fields, ~uð0Þ and wð0
that are in dynamical balance among each other and with th
T=S fields, represent the specific scales of interest, and satisfy sim
ple bathymetric constraints. These ~uð0Þ and wð0Þ are the startin
point for adding more complicated coastal, bathymetric and trans
port constraints. The subscript ðnÞ represents the nth-correction o
a quantity, hence ~uð0Þ is the first guess velocity, ~uð1Þ is the first cor
rection velocity and so on.

Reduced-dynamics models are often used in conjunction wit
mapped T=S fields as the starting point for constructing ~uð0Þ an

Table 1
Summary of the six steps of our scheme to initialize velocity and transport for PE
order the operations are performed. Repeat steps 1–6 for nested sub-domains.

(1) Input data and models for computing velocity

(2) (Section 2.1) Compute first-guess velocity ~uð0Þ
� Use data and reduced models to estimate velocity
� Enforce direct bathymetry strong constraints, e.g. zero flow below bathyme
(3) (Section 2.2) Geometry constraints: Best-fit ~uð0Þ level-by-level, enforcing c
� Best fit 3D velocities, enforcing no-normal flow through coastlines.
� Propagate interior data to uncertain BCs (island-free)
� Best fit external BCs (interpolate for nesting)(island-free)
� Best fit internal island BCs, solving weak-constraint optimization
� Combine all BCs and best-fit no-normal flow velocity

� To retain 3D effects or more complex bathymetry constraints, solve for corr

� Compute first-guess sub-tidal transports from the resultant geometry-const

(4) (Section 2.3) Sub-tidal transport strong constraints: best-fit transport in (c
non-divergence

� Best fit non-divergent transport to H~Uð0Þ obtained in Section 2.2 and other t
� Propagate interior data to uncertain BCs (island-free)
� Best fit external BCs (interpolate for nesting)(island-free)
� Best fit internal island BCs, solving weak-constraint optimization
� Combine all BCs and best-fit non-divergent transport preserving no-nor

(5) (Section C.1) Solve for sub-tidal free surface gð0Þ

(6) (Section C.2) Superimpose tides gtide and ~Utide , preserving divergence and
constraints
Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
wð0Þ. A commonly used reduced model is geostrophy, specificall
integrating the thermal wind equations (Wunsch, 1996; Marsha
and Plumb, 2008; Haley et al., 2014). The ~uð0Þ and wð0Þ can als
combine: additional dynamics (e.g. Ekman dynamics and othe
boundary layers); velocity feature models and data (in situ an
remote). When available, prior knowledge of the flow (e.g. ne
transports, velocity values or throughflow range) should be use
to constrain estimates. All of these combinations should properl
account for the uncertainties in the data and estimates. Example
are shown in Section 4.

One can use the velocity fields from existing numerical simula
tions (often at coarser resolutions). We treat these as first-gues
velocities because they usually do not fit all of our dynamics, scale
and resolution. One simple constraint we directly impose on ~uð0Þ
to set the velocities to zero under the model bathymetry (this ca
require care, see Haley et al., 2014).

2.2. Complex geometry constraints

The first guess velocities ~uð0Þ do not respect all model geometr
constraints nor the bottom-related dynamics. Geostrophic veloc
ties rarely satisfy no-normal flow through coastlines and bottom
balances. Velocities obtained from other simulations are in balanc
with their own bathymetry and coasts, which, in our application
are usually of coarser resolution. Reduced dynamics models an
feature models may or may not take either bathymetry or coast
into account. Therefore the next step in our scheme is to adjus
the first guess velocities to the modeled bathymetry and coasts.

Coastal constraints. We first discuss imposing constraints on~uð
defined on constant-depth levels (which can then be interpolate
to other vertical coordinates). No-normal flow into coasts
imposed on levels which reach the coasts in water and on an

ulations in complex geometries (multiply-connected domains). Table is presented in th

e.g. thermal wind
compute consistent ~uð0Þ
line strong constraints

Table 2a, Eq. (11)in Section 3.1
Table 2a, Eq. (10) in Section 3.1
Table 2a, Eqs. (12) and (15) in Section 3.2
Table 2a, Eqs. (5) and (16) in Section 3.1
~uð1Þ ¼ k̂�rw Eq. (4)

r velocity Appendix B
~uð2Þ ¼~uð1Þ þ r/ Eq. (B.16)

ed velocity.
~Uð0Þ ¼

R 0
�H
~uð2Þ dz if 3D constraintsR 0

�H
~uð1Þ dz otherwise

(
Eq. (1)

lex)-domain, enforcing

port data
Table 2b, Eq. (1)in Section 3.1
Table 2b, Eq. (10) in Section 3.1
Tables 2b, Eqs. (12) and (15) in Section 3.2

flow Table 2b, Eqs. (5) and (16) in Section 3.1 H~Uð1Þ ¼ k̂�rW
Eq. (3)
e.g., gð0Þ from HL10 Eq. (68)
~Uð2Þ ¼ H

Hþgð0Þ
~Uð1Þ Eq. (C.1)

ormal flow strong gð1Þ ¼ gð0Þ þ gtide Eq. (C.2)
~Uð3Þ from Eq. (C.3)
~u0 from Eq. (C.4)
~u ¼ ~u0 þ ~Uð3Þ Eq. (C.5)

w ¼ �
R z
�Hr �~udf� ~u � rHð Þjz¼�H Eq. (C.6)
and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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282 additional levels used in subsequent interpolations. For all levels
283 below these, no additional constraints are enforced.
284 The method to enforce no-normal flow into coastlines employs
285 a constrained least squares minimization to find the first correction
286 velocity,~uð1Þ, which at all depths/levels best fits the first-guess,~uð0Þ,

287 while satisfying~uð1Þ � n̂
��
@D ¼ 0. This optimum is obtained by solving

288 2D elliptical problems exactly in one iteration. The algorithm is
289 derived later in Sections 3 to allow for a unified presentation of
290 both the flow and transport constraints.
291 For terrain-following vertical coordinates, the no-normal flow
292 constraint is imposed on velocities at constant-depth levels and
293 the results are interpolated to terrain-following. For isopycnal or
294 generalized coordinates (HL10), the situation is similar to the con-
295 stant-depth vertical coordinates and the optimization is applied for
296 layers/levels reaching the coasts.
297 Below the levels where we impose no-normal flow into coasts,
298 we could use the above optimization to force the very bottom
299 flows to be aligned with isobaths. However, this is only done when
300 we have strong physical evidence for such isobaths-aligned bottom
301 flows (see Haley et al., 2014).
302 3D effects and more complicated bathymetry constraints. When
303 the full 3D flow dynamics is critical, we update the algorithm out-
304 lined above into a 3D (x,y,z) best fit. One example is the initializa-
305 tion from an existing numerical simulation (i.e. downscaling).
306 These fields are in their own 3D dynamical balance and are
307 assumed to be sufficiently resolved to contain a useful wð0Þ at the
308 new, refined, resolution. The goal is then to maintain as much of
309 this 3D balance as is consistent with the model being initialized.
310 Other examples (see Haley et al., 2014) involve the use of 3D fea-
311 ture models or reduced 3D dynamics (e.g. geostrophy and Ekman
312 forcing). In Appendix B, we derive a predictor–corrector algorithm
313 for fitting the no-normal flow constraints in 3D, including vertical
314 velocity w information. The result of this algorithm is the second
315 correction velocity, ~uð2Þ ¼ ~uð1Þ þ D~u, that recovers the first guess

316 vertical velocity by imposing the constraintr �~uð2Þ � � @wð0Þ
@z , where

317 r� is the horizontal divergence operator. Without this correction,
318 the streamfunction formulation loses the information on w.
319 First-guess sub-tidal transport. Once the geometry-constrained
320 ~uð1Þ (or ~uð2Þ) is computed, it is used to obtain the first-guess trans-

321 port, H~Uð0Þ, from either
322

H~Uð0Þ ¼
R 0
�H
~uð2Þ dz if 3D constraints ðsee Appendix BÞ

or
R 0
�H
~uð1Þ dz otherwise

(
ð1Þ324324

325 where ~U is the local total-depth-averaged velocity and Hðx; yÞ the
326 local total depth of the water column. In Section 2.3 our optimiza-

327 tion starts from H~Uð0Þ over D and imposes additional (strong) trans-
328 port constraints, leading to the first correction transport estimate,

329 H~Uð1Þ over D.

330 2.3. Sub-tidal transport constraints

331 The final constraint on velocity in complex domains is applied
332 on the divergence of the horizontal transport. From Eq. (A.7), this

333 r � ðH~UÞ is directly related to @g
@t . We consider separately the por-

334 tions of the transport with significant contributions to @g
@t and those

335 with negligible contributions.

336 This rate @g
@t is a function of both external processes (tides,

337 evaporation – precipitation, rivers, open boundaries) and local pro-
338 cesses (e.g. density driven flows). Generally only tides produce sig-

339 nificant contributions to @g
@t (i.e. barring floods and other

340 catastrophic events, the remaining processes either have time

341scales which are too slow or amplitudes which are too small).
342We compute the portions of the initial transport with negligible

343contributions to @g
@t , i.e. the non-divergent sub-tidal transport, and

344superimpose tidal elevations and transports from the tidal fields
345that will force the simulation being initialized. The result is initial
346and boundary transports with dynamically-balanced divergences.
347During the construction of the transports, the constraint of no-nor-
348mal flow into the complex coastlines is re-imposed to ensure that
349both it and the desired divergence are maintained in the final
350solution.
351A constrained optimization is employed to find the non-diver-

352gent sub-tidal transport, H~Uð1Þ, that best fits H~Uð0Þ subject to the
353constraints of no-normal flow at the complex coasts, i.e.

354
~U � n̂

���
@D
¼ 0, and of non-divergence, i.e.r � H~Uð1Þ

� �
¼ 0. This proce-

355dure, essentially the same as that for imposing no-normal flow on
356the velocities, ensures that the final 3D velocities will maintain no-
357normal flow into coasts and is derived in Section 3.
358Free surface and tidal initialization. The final steps in the algo-
359rithm ensure the consistency amongst the initial transports, initial
360free surface and tidal forcing. This material was largely presented
361in HL10 and is summarized in Appendix C in the notation of the
362present manuscript.

3633. Methodology: core algorithms

364We now derive the core algorithms for our constrained opti-
365mization of the initial velocities and transports in complex
366domains. Our semi-analytical methodology (summarized in
367Table 2) starts by a global weighted optimization of the open
368boundary values to the first guess and geometric and divergence
369constraints, in the absence of islands. We employ these optimized
370values and certain island conditions in a best fit of velocities and
371transports (subject to the same constraints). From this solution,
372we obtain initial estimates for minimum transports between each
373island and all other coasts. With these estimates and the best-fit
374OBC values, we solve our constrained weighted optimization of
375the initial velocities and transports in the presence of islands.
376Weighting functions are defined using uncertainty and physics
377considerations. To obtain the exact solutions for these best fits,
378we derive successive Euler–Lagrange equations for the interior,
379boundary and island streamfunctions. This is done next for the case
380of fitting transports, adding notes when needed for fitting 3D
381velocities.

3823.1. Core algorithm to optimize sub-tidal transports and velocities

383The algorithm employs a least squares minimization to find the

384sub-tidal H~Uð1Þ that best fits the first guess H~Uð0Þ (Eq. 1) under the
385geometric and divergence constraints with a specific focus on no-
386normal flow in complex geometries. To obtain the exact solutions
387for these optimizations, we derive (i) a Poisson equation (Eq. (5))
388in D for a streamfunction representation of the transport or velo-

389city, i.e. W for H~Uð1Þ or w for ~uð1Þ and (ii) a 1D Poisson equation
390(Eq. (10)) along the external boundary, @De, for the Dirichlet
391OBCs, Wbe or wbe , which best fit the flow through the open bound-
392aries. Specifically, the weighted least squares cost function, J, is
393defined as
394

JðH~eU ð1ÞÞ ¼ 1
2

ZZ
D
x H~Uð0Þ � H~eU ð1Þ���� ����2

da

subject to r � ðH~eU ð1ÞÞ ¼ 0 ðnon-divergenceÞ;
~eU ð1Þ � n̂����

@D
¼ 0 ðno-normal flow into coastsÞ;

ð2Þ

396396
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Table 2
Summary of algorithm (Section 3) for computing the: (a) 3D velocity (level-by-level ~u and then w from Eq. (C.6)); and (b) transport. Both are optimized for domains with complex geometries including islands. Intermediate transports/
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velocities can be computed from the intermediate streamfunctions, but are not nee

(a) Algorithm for 3D velocity
Propagate interior data to boundaries ðEq: ð11ÞÞ
� in 2nd BC; @2wð�1Þ=@n@t is a simple weak OBC; conserving the normal

advective flux ðlocally maintained streamfunctionÞ: Other good choices are p
� ð11Þ not needed for downscaling or \certain boundaries"

Construct exterior BCs (optimize Jb , Eq. 10) using either original ~uð0Þ or recomp
above (for nesting, interpolate wbe from larger domain)

Construct ‘‘certain coast’’ solution (Eq. 12) using wbe from above

Construct interior island BCs (optimize Jbu , Eq. 15) using wð0Þ from above

Solve full problem (optimize J, Eqs. (5) and (16)) using wbe and wCiu
n

from abov

(b) Algorithm for transport
Propagate interior data to boundaries ðEq: ð11ÞÞ
� in 2nd BC; @2Wð�1Þ=@n@t ¼ 0 is a simple weak OBC; conserving the normal a
ðlocally maintained streamfunctionÞ: Other good choices are possible

� ð11Þ not needed for downscaling or\certain boundaries"

Construct exterior BCs (optimize Jb , Eq. 10) using either original ~Uð0Þ
or recomputed ~Uð0Þ above (for nesting, interpolate Wbe from larger domain)

Construct ‘‘certain coast’’ solution (Eq. 12) using Wbe from above

Construct interior island BCs (optimize Jbu , Eq. 15) using Wð0Þ from above

Solve full problem (optimize J, Eqs. (5) and (16)) using Wbe and WCiu
n

from abov
for the algorithm.
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397 where H~eU ð1Þ is any test transport, xðx; yÞ a positive definite weight-
398 ing function and da an area element over domain D.
399 The first non-divergence constraint is imposed by replacing

400 H~eU ð1Þ in Eq. (2) using a test transport streamfunction, eW, formula-
401 tion defined as
402

H~eU ð1Þ ¼ k̂�r eW ð3Þ404404

405 where k̂ the unit vector in the vertical. For 3D velocities, one has the
406 choice of either working with layer-by-layer transports or directly
407 with level-by-level velocities. If one chooses layer transports, then
408 the only change to Eq. (3) (and in subsequent Eqs. and weighting
409 functions) is that Hðx; yÞ is the (variable) layer thickness, not the
410 total water depth. If one optimizes level-by-level velocities, then
411 level-by-level test velocity streamfunctions are defined,
412

~euð1Þ ¼ k̂�rew: ð4Þ414414

415 This imposes a horizontal non-divergence on ~euð1Þ. For cases in
416 which r �~uð0Þ is important, a corrector to recover this divergence
417 is obtained in Appendix B.
418 In Appendix D.1, we obtain, via the calculus of variations, the
419 following PDE for the W that minimizes J for a given set of imposed
420 BCs, Wb (to be derived):
421

r � xrWð Þ ¼ r � xH~Uð0Þ
� �h i

� k̂ ð5Þ

Wj@D ¼ Wb423423

424 Eq. (5) without the weighting function, x, is fairly standard and
425 usually obtained via the Helmholtz decomposition of a vector into
426 nondivergent and irrotational components (e.g., Lynch, 1989;
427 Denaro, 2003; Li et al., 2006). The weighting function xðx; yÞ can
428 be decomposed into the product of a weight based on the uncer-

429 tainty in H~Uð0Þ and a physically-based weight. Two intuitive choic-
430 es for the physically-based weight are: x ¼ 1, i.e. Eq. (2) minimizes

431 th
432 th
433 giv
434 (x
435 lem

436 ne
437 ve

438 be

439 x
440 H~U
441 fu

442 x
443 m
444 en
445

446 Di
447 de
448 tio
449 co
450 do
451 bo

452 th
453 to
454 wh
455 ar
456 rio
457 th
458 th

459Since H~Uð0Þ does not respect the divergence or coastal con-
460straints even at the boundary (e.g. no net transport), we need
461best-fit boundary values which do. The cost function, Jbe , defined

462on @De which optimizes candidate Dirichlet BCs, eWbe , to best-fit

463the normal transport provided by H~Uð0Þ is:
464

Jbe ðH~eUbe Þ ¼ 1
2

I
@De

x H~Uð0Þ � H~eUbe

� 
� n̂

� �2

ds
466466

467

() Jbe ð eWbe Þ ¼ 1
2

I
@De

x
@ eWbe

@s
þ H~Uð0Þ � n̂

 !2

ds ð6Þ
469469

470where x is the same weighting function as used in Eqs. (2)–(5),

471H~eUbe are the candidate boundary transports corresponding to eWbe ,
472and s is the tangential coordinate to the boundary in the counter-
473clockwise direction.
474Employing calculus of variations (Appendix D.2), we obtain a
475PDE along the open segments for the Wbe that minimizes Jbe
476

� @

@s
x
@Wbe

@s

� 
¼ @

@s
xH~Uð0Þ � n̂
� �

ð7Þ
478478

479along with the jump conditions at the coastal endpoints
480

� x
@Wbe

@s
þ H~Uð0Þ � n̂

� � �����Ceþ
m

Ce�
m

¼ 0 ð8Þ
482482

483where Ceþ
m is the end of coast m (traversing the coast counter-clock-

484wise) and Ce�
m is the beginning, see Fig. D.1. To ensure no-normal

485flow (i.e. Wbe constant along Ce
m), we append the following condition

486

Wbe jC
eþ
m

Ce�
m
¼ 0: ð9Þ 488488

489Physically, Eq. (8) equalizes the mismatch (weighted by x)

490between H~Uð0Þ � n̂ and H~Uð1Þ � n̂ ¼ � @Wbe

@s at both ends of a coast
491(i.
492th
493En
494bo
495of
496

497tra
498of
499se
500fu
501ex
502er
503W
504en
505an
506po
507va
508kn
509

�

�

W

W

511511

512

513th
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Pl
(2
e difference in the transports, and x ¼ 1
H2, i.e. Eq. (2) minimizes

e difference in the velocities. In practice, while these two choices
e overall similar results, minimizing the difference in transports
¼ 1) tends to allow larger velocities. This can exacerbate prob-
s with over-estimating the barotropic velocity in isolated chan-

ls in complex archipelagos, hence x ¼ 1
H2 (minimizing the

locity differences) is the preferred choice. Other choices could

explored, e.g. x ¼ H~Uð0Þ
��� ����2

, minimizing relative velocity, or

¼ rHk k�2, reducing weights over steep bathymetry where

ð0Þ may be less accurate. When working with velocity stream-
nctions, w; x ¼ 1 provides the velocity best fit and

¼ ~uð0Þ
�� ���2 provides the relative velocity best fit. When imple-

enting Eq. (5) for w, we often impose it at all vertical levels to
sure vertical interpolations maintain no-normal flow.
Boundary Conditions Before Eq. (5) can be solved for W, the

richlet boundary values Wb need to be optimized. Here, we
rive a system of equations to obtain the best-fit Dirichlet condi-
ns along the open boundaries and complex ‘‘external coasts’’,
astlines which intersect the boundary of the computational
main. The external coasts and open boundaries form the exterior
undary, @De 
 @D, of the complex domain. This scheme assumes

at the boundary values of ~Uð0Þ are known with equal confidence
the interior values, which is appropriate when downscaling or
en the coverage (data or feature model) extends to the bound-

ies. For other cases, we derive a scheme to first extend the inte-
r velocity information to the boundaries, and then use them in

e present scheme. Boundary values for ‘‘islands’’ (landforms in
e interior of D) are discussed in Section 3.2.
ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
e. between open boundary segments), while Eq. (7) equilibrates
e variations in the mismatch along the open boundary segments.
forcing both (7) and (8) thus penalizes the mismatch along all
undaries. Note that if one integrates (7) along coast m instead
an open segment (where (7) applies), one recovers (8).
Known transport information (most often in the form of a net
nsport between coasts) can also be included, taking advantage
the additive indeterminacy in W. To do this, we identify the

t of coasts, fCe
kg, along which the values for the transport stream-

nction, fWCe
k
g are known and directly impose these values. As an

ample, consider the domain of Fig. D.1 and assume that the lit-
ature reports a net 1 Sv southeast transport between Ce

1 and Ce
2.

e can arbitrarily pick two values for these coasts whose differ-
ce is equal to the net transport (e.g. WCe

1
¼ 0 and WCe

2
¼ 1 Sv)

d include those two identity equations to impose this net trans-
rt. The final, general, system for finding the Dirichlet boundary
lues (separating the unknowns on the left-hand side from the
owns on the right) is

@

@s
x
@Wbe

@s

� 
¼ @

@s
xH~Uð0Þ � n̂
� �

along open boundaries

x
@Wbe

@s

� ����Ceþ
m

Ce�
m

¼ ðxH~Uð0Þ � n̂Þ
���Ceþ

m

Ce�
m

at unknown coasts Ce
m


 �
be jC

eþ
m

Ce�
m
¼ 0 at unknown coasts Ce

m


 �
be jCe

k
¼ WCe

k
at known coasts Ce

k


 �
ð10Þ

After Eq. (10) are solved, the values for Wbe found at the ends of
e unknown coasts, Ce

m, are applied all along their respective
ransports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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coasts, Ce
m. For velocity streamfunctions, replace ðW;Wbe Þ wit

ðw;wbe Þ and H~Uð0Þ with ~uð0Þ in Eqs. (5) and (10). The algorithm
and its equations are summarized in Table 2.

Propagating interior information to the boundaries. Here we giv

the solution in which ~Uð0Þ in the interior of the complex domain
or in part of it, is known with a higher degree of confidence tha
~Uð0Þ along the open boundary. Hence we propagate the interio
information to the boundary prior to solving Eq. (10). The bas
idea is to use a modified version of the best-fit Eq. (5) to perform
the propagation. There are two modifications. The first modifie
D by removing all but a single coast, C1cst, (i.e. we transform th
remaining land points into shallow ocean points and take advan

tage of the fact that ~Uð0Þ ¼ 0 under all land and coasts). Along th
single coast we are free to impose any constant, WC1cst . The secon
modification is to replace the Dirichlet OBCs by either th
Neumann OBCs derived in Appendix D.1 or by a combination o
weaker free-OBCs with x identically zero at the boundary (t
maintain a best-fit solution, Appendix D.1). Finally, the functio
xðx; yÞ needs to be small (e.g. based on uncertainty) near the ope
boundaries. This gives:

r � xrWð�1Þ
� �

¼ r� xH~Uð0Þ
� �h i

� k̂ ð11

Wð�1Þ
��
C1cst ¼ WC1cst

and either

rWð�1Þ � n̂
��
@D ¼ �k̂� H~Uð0Þ � n̂

���
@D

Fig. D.1. Canonical computational domain, hi
or
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xj@D ¼ 0 & e:g:
@HU � n̂
@n

����
@D
¼ @

2Wð�1Þ

@n@t

�����
@D

¼ 0

We then recompute ~Uð0Þ from the Wð�1Þ and use this new ~Uð0Þ i
Eq. (10). For velocity streamfunctions, replace Wð�1Þ by wð�1Þ an

H~Uð0Þ by ~uð0Þ.
Nesting considerations. When preparing initializations for neste

domains with complex multiply-connected geometries, a key con
sideration is consistency between the fields in coarser and fine
grids. To ensure this consistency, we by-pass Eq. (10) for the fin
grid, and instead interpolate the coarse-domain W to obtain th
fine domain Wbe . This is illustrated in Section 4.3.3 where w
explore options for the fine-domain islands.

3.2. Core algorithm to optimize sub-tidal transports between islands
and velocities near islands

To obtain the Dirichlet values along islands (WCi ), either trans
port estimates from additional sources (e.g. estimates in the li
erature) are used or a scheme is required to construct th

necessary constant values from ~Uð0Þ. Care is needed to ensure tha
the selected constant values do not produce unrealistic velocitie
especially in multiply-connected archipelagos. Here we derive
system of algebraic equations (Eq. 15) for the optimized constan
values of the streamfunction along islands that were uncertain
WCiu or wCiu , a common situation in complex domains.

‘‘Certain coast’’ Solution. In order to obtain a first estimate for th
unknown transports between islands and other coasts, we best-fi

ghting the different types of landforms and coasts.
568transports and velocities in the absence of islands (i.e. we transform

and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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Pl
(2
e islands into ocean points). We begin by separating @D into cer-
in, @Dc , and uncertain, @Diu, segments. @Dc will be comprised of

e, the solved external boundaries (Eq. (10)), and of @Dic , islands

along which we have streamfunction values, WCic
k

, we wish to

pose (e.g. a literature estimate for the transport between Cic
k and

added to the previously obtained Wbe along Ce
m). We solve for

e ‘‘certain coast solution’’, Wð0Þ, over D using the PDE

� xrWð0Þ
� �

¼ r� xH~Uð0Þ
� �h i

� k̂ ð12Þ

ð0Þ
��
@Dc ¼ Wbc 	

Wbe if s 2 @De

WCic
k

if s 2 Cic
k

(

(Table 2). Note that Wð0Þ is not constrained to satisfy no-normal
w along the uncertain islands. Wð0Þ contains useful information

m the data and dynamics that went into ~Uð0Þ (e.g. the position of
ajor currents relative to the coastlines, the effects of bathymetry)

ich will be used to determine the appropriate constant WCiu along
e uncertain coasts. These WCiu will be used along with ðWbe ;WCic

k
Þ to

mplete the set of all BCs Wb. Eq. (5) can then be solved to construct
e final W. We next define two methods for determining WCiu : aver-
ing and weighted Least Squares optimization.
Averaging. The first simpler method we define is to average Wð0Þ
ng each Ciu

k and use those averages for Wb in Eq. (5) as

b ¼

Wbe if s 2 @De

WCic
k

if s 2 Cic
kH

Ciu
k

Wð0ÞdsH
Ciu

k

ds
if s 2 Ciu

k

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð13Þ

In practice, we found that this averaging only works if the differ-
ces between the finally determined W and Wð0Þ are localized
ound each island (i.e. only small perturbations introduced at
her islands). In general, one can not require such localization
sumptions. Hence, we derive a new, robust method for construct-
g WCiu . We compare results using these two methods in Section 4.

Weighted Least Squares optimization. The optimization best fits
e inter-island transports to the minimum inter-island transports
calculated from Wð0Þ in order to find WCiu that produce a bal-

ced and smooth velocity field, e.g. with no unrealistically large
locities. In the uncertain straits, the goal is to minimize the dif-
ence between the minimum net transports between islands

timated from Wð0Þ and the net transports between islands with
iu constant along each island. Alternatively one can minimize

e differences between the average barotropic velocities between
ands from Wð0Þ and using WCiu . In Section 3.2.1 we show how to
mpute weights to select between fitting the transports or the
rotropic velocities. The addition of weak constraints to provide
ditional bounds on the velocity is presented in Section 3.2.2.

We define Mc as the number of coasts in @Dc and Niu as the
mber of coasts in @Diu. The global optimization functional to find
e WCiu is

WCiu
1
; . . . ;WCiu

Niu

� 
¼ 1

2

XNiu

n¼1

XNiu

m¼nþ1

-uu
nm WCiu

n
�WCiu

m
� Duu

nmWð0Þ
� �2

� �

þ 1
2

XNiu

n¼1

XMc

k¼1

-uc
nk WCiu

n
�Wð0Þðsuc

nkÞ
� �2

� �

þ 1
2

XNiu

n¼1

-uo
nb WCiu

n
�Wð0Þðsuo

nbÞ
� �2

� �
ð14Þ
ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
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.(14) is comprised of three terms: (i) a double summation to opti-

ize the transport between all pairs of uncertain coasts, Ciu; (ii) a
uble summation to optimize the transport between all pairs of
certain and certain coasts, Cc; and (iii) a single summation to
timize the transport between each of the uncertain coasts and
e open boundaries of the complex domain. These three terms
e derived in Appendix D.3. Note that the physical constraints on
is optimization come from Wð0Þ (e.g. if Wð0Þ contains a strong cur-
nt between two islands, the minimization target value of the first
m, Duu

nmWð0Þ, contains the minimum transport of that current). We
ilize the superscript notation:uu for weights and differences
tween pairs of uncertain coasts; uc between uncertain and cer-
n coasts; and uo between uncertain coasts and the open
undaries. The first double summation in Eq.(14) measures the
ighted (-uu

nm) difference between the optimized net transport,
iu
n
�WCiu

m
, between the pairs of coasts and the minimum net trans-

rt, Duu
nmWð0Þ, computed from the certain coast solution, Wð0Þ. The

cond double summation measures the weighted (-uc
nk) difference

tween the optimized WCiu
n

and Wð0Þðsuc
nkÞ, the value of Wð0Þ along Ciu

n

ich minimizes the net transport (estimated by Wð0Þ) between Ciu
n

d Cc
k. suc

nk is the point along Ciu
n at which Wð0Þ attains this value. The

al single summation measures the weighted (-uo
nb) difference

tween the optimized WCiu
n

and Wð0Þðsuo
nbÞ, the value of Wð0Þ along

which minimizes the net transport (estimated by Wð0Þ) between

and @Do. suo
nb is the point along Ciu

n at which Wð0Þ attains this
lue. The first double sum provides the algorithm robustness to
n-localized changes from imposing the WCiu , while the second
o provide a pathway for the absolute value of Wbe (Appendix D.3).
The least square minimum of Jbu in (14) is computed by setting

adients with respect to WCiu
n

’s equal to zero. The result is given

:

Niu

¼1
–n

-uu
nm þ

XMc

k¼1

-uc
nk þ-uo

nb

35WCiu
n
�
XNiu

m¼1
m–n

-uu
nmWCiu

m

¼
XNiu

m¼1
m–n

-uu
nmDuu

nmWð0Þ þ
XMc

k¼1

-uc
nkWð0Þðsuc

nkÞ þ-uo
nbWð0Þðsuo

nbÞ ð15Þ

Eq. (15) represents a system of Niu equations that we solve to
tain the constant values of transport streamfunction (WCiu

n
) along

e coastlines in @Diu. These streamfunction values, which smooth
e velocity field, are then included as Dirichlet BCs to then solve
).

b ¼

Wbe if s 2 @De

WCic
k

if s 2 Cic
k

WCiu
n

if s 2 Ciu
n

8>><>>: ð16Þ

Imposing additional inter-island transport constraints. If there
ists any additional transport information that can be imposed,

r example a known transport Dimp
nm W between a specific pair of

ands both in @Diu, the corresponding Duu
nmWð0Þ (Appendix D.3)

uld be replaced:

u
mWð0Þ ¼

Dimp
nm W if imposing transport

Wð0Þðsuu
nmÞ �Wð0Þðsuu

mnÞ otherwise

(
ð17Þ

d the corresponding -uu
nm would be increased to ensure this

posed constraint is weighted much more heavily than any of
e constraints derived from Wð0Þ. This is illustrated in
ransports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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Section 4.3.2. If the transport being imposed is less certain, then on
would not increase the weight as much (i.e. multiply the weigh

needed to enforce Dimp
nm W by an uncertainty-based weight).

3.2.1. Constructing weights using the Fast Marching Method (FMM)
We now discuss the selection of the weighting functions to b

used in Eq. (15). As for x (discussion following Eq. (5)), we ca
decompose these weights into the product of uncertainty-base
and physically-based weights.

The primary purpose of the physically-based weights is t
ensure that the optimization functional weights the transport di
ferences between adjacent coasts more heavily that those betwee
widely separated coasts. One class of such weights can be con
structed by using the minimum distance between a pair of coast

uu 2
dnm, such as -nm ¼ ðdglobal min=dnmÞ where the weight is nondimen-
sionalized by minimum distance between all pairs of coasts,
dglobal min. A second class can be obtained by integrating Eq. (3)
along a path, Snm, between two coasts, Cn and Cm, to getZ

Snm

H~U � n̂dS ¼
Z

Snm

k̂�rW � n̂dS

h~UinmAnm ¼
Z

Snm

@W
@S dS

¼ WCn �WCm ð18Þ

where h~Uinm is the average barotropic velocity along path Snm and
Anm is the cross-sectional area of the ocean along that path. The path
between the two coasts that corresponds to the minimum cross-sec-

tional area,Anm, will have the maximum h~Uinm Therefore, comparing
Eqs. (14) and (18), a weighting function which will lead to minimiz-

ing the average barotropic velocity is -uu
nm ¼ ðAglobal min=AnmÞ2, where

again -uu
nm is nondimensionalized by the minimum Anm between all

coasts and between all coasts and open boundaries, Aglobal min. Note:
if dnm is the distance along the shortest path in the ocean, then simi-

lar arguments can be used to show -uu
nm ¼ ðdglobal min=dnmÞ2 is equiva-

lent to minimizing the transport. The effects of different choices for
the weights (-uu

nm, -uc
nk and -uo

nb) are illustrated in Section 4.3.1. For
the case of velocity streamfunctions, w, Eq. (18) reduces to
h~uinmdnm ¼ wCn

� wCm
. Hence for w, minimizing the maximum h~uinm

requires -uu
nm ¼ ðdglobal min=dnmÞ2.

To efficiently find the minimum Anm among all paths between a
pair of islands, we employ the FMM (see Agarwal et al., 2009;
Haley et al., 2014), which solves an Eikonal equation for a mono-
tonically expanding front:

jrT ðx; yÞjFðx; yÞ ¼ 1 ð19Þ

where Fðx; yÞ is the scalar speed and T ðx; yÞ is the minimum time to
reach any point in the domain from a given starting point ðx0; y0Þ. To
obtain the minimum area, Anm, or the minimum distance, dnm we
set

Fðx; yÞ ¼
1

Hðx;yÞ to find Anm

1 to find dnm

(

and T jCi
n
¼ 0 along one island (Ci

n). We then solve Eq. (19) for T ðx; yÞ
using the FMM. With these choices for speed F , the minimum time

to reach the second island, min T jCi
m

� �
, is numerically equal to Anm

or dnm. Since we are only interested in the value of the minimal
cross-sectional area and not its path, we do not need to perform a
back-tracking step to find that path (e.g., Lolla et al., 2012, 2014,;
Lermusiaux et al., in press).

Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
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3.2.2. Weak bounds on velocity and transport constraints
We finally present one optional variation of our algorithm t

find the inter-island transports: the inclusion of additional wea
constraints on the barotropic velocity. Focusing on the exampl
of the flow between a pair of islands, assume that Eq. (15) is bein
solved using the minimum area for the physically-based portion o
the weighting. Then, prior to solving Eq. (15), estimates exist fo
both the target transport, Duu

nmWð0Þ, and the minimum cross-section
al area, Anm, between the islands. Using Eq. (18), the correspondin

average barotropic velocity, h~Uinm can also be computed. If an inde
pendent upper bound, Vlim, exists for the mean barotropic velocit
between the islands (e.g. from literature or a precautionary uppe
bound), then we modify the definition of Duu

nmWð0Þ (Appendix D.3) t
be � �(

Duu

nmWð0Þ ¼
VlimAnm sign Wð0Þðsuu

nmÞ �Wð0Þðsuu
mnÞ if jh~Uinmj > Vlim

Wð0Þðsuu
nmÞ �Wð0Þðsuu

mnÞ otherwise

ð20Þ 749749

750and use this in Eq. (15). Eq. (20) is similar to Eq. (17). Differences
751here are that (i) we apply weak upper and lower bounds to the velo-
752city but do not force a specific transport hence we do not increase
753the weights and (ii) we obtain the transport based on the velocity
754estimates. For the transport between islands and external coasts,
755the same change applies, except that Wð0Þðsuc

nkÞ is replaced by

756WCc
k
þ VlimAnm sign Duc

nkWð0Þ
� �

(similarly for the transport between
757islands and the exterior open boundary). The application of these
758bounds is illustrated in Section 4.3.1. This can be adapted to also
759provide lower bounds for the mean barotropic velocities or directly
760bound the transports. Uncertainty information can also be incorpo-
761rated into the weights.

7624. Applications

763In Section 4.1 we illustrate our core algorithm to optimize sub-
764tidal velocities and transports in complex domains around the
765Hawaiian islands of Kauai and Niihau. We then compare our core
766algorithm to the result of an averaging method (Eq. 13) to obtain
767the streamfunction values along the uncertain islands and to the
768result of a spin-up IC. Subsequent simulations starting from the
769three ICs show that our optimized IC does a significantly better
770job at reproducing the historically observed circulation patterns.
771In Section 4.2, we consider the Taiwan region and compare the
772results of our optimized ICs, ICs using WCiu from averaging and
773two spin-up ICs. We also compare hindcast simulations initialized
774from four different fields to independent in situ data off the coast of
775Taiwan. The hindcasts from reduced physics ICs outperform those
776from spin-up ICs, with the hindcast from our optimized ICs provid-
777ing again the overall best fit to data. In the Philippine Archipelago,
778Section 4.3, our optimization removes spurious velocities intro-
779duced by the averaging method. In light of the many islands, in
780Section 4.3.1 we explore the impacts of different choices of weights
781(Section 3.2.1) and the application of velocity limits (Section 3.2.2).
782In Section 4.3.2, we demonstrate imposing inter-island transports
783in selected straits (Eq. 17) in conjunction with the optimization.
784Finally in Section 4.3.3, we exemplify our optimization in nested
785configurations. Note that in all these examples we compare meth-

786ods for constructing~uð1Þ; ~uð2Þ and H~Uð1Þ. The final initial w estimate
787is computed at a later step, Eq. (C.6).

7884.1. Hawaiian islands region

789We illustrate the steps of our optimization method in a
790269�218 km domain around the island of Kauai, which also
791encompasses the island of Niihau and the western tip of Oahu

and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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Pl
(2
g. D.2). This domain was employed for the Kauai-09 field exer-
e (July 28–August 8, 2009). We discretize the domain with
m horizontal resolution and 90 vertical levels in a terrain-fol-
ing coordinate system. We objectively analyze a combination
CTDs from GTSPP (July 1–24, 2009) with a corrected July

OA01 climatology to create July 25, 2009 ICs on flat levels. The
rrection shifted the mean salinity profile in the upper 100 m to

consistent with the 2009 profiles. A 7 day analysis SST from
e UK NCOF Operational SST and Sea Ice for July 25, 2009 is com-

ed with the mapped T in a 40 m mixed layer with a 7 m expo-
ntial decay in the transition zone. ~uð0Þ is then constructed by a
mbination of (i) velocities in geostrophic balance with the 3D
S fields using a 2000 m level of no-motion (LNM), (ii) velocity
omalies derived from SSH anomaly estimates for July 25, 2009
tained from the Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research
. D.2. Illustrating the steps in optimizing velocities and transports. (a) First guess velocity
t levels. (c) Resulting first guess transport (after interpolation to terrain-follow grid). (d)
is is the final IC estimate, result of our optimization. (f) IC obtained using averaging to im

ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
CAR; Leben et al., 2002), and, (iii) feature models for the North
waiian Ridge Current (north of Oahu) and the Hawaiian Lee
rrent (south of Oahu) which add broad northwesterly currents
at become more westerly with increasing latitude. The surface
locity anomalies, D~uSSH , derived from the SSH anomaly, DgSSH ,
e constructed from geostrophy and hydrostatics using

fD~uSSH ¼ �grDgSSH ð21Þ

ere f is the Coriolis factor and g the acceleration due to gravity.
e D~uSSH are extended in the vertical using a Gaussian profile with
50 m decay scale. After the superposition, the simple bathymetry

nstraints are applied, leading to~uð0Þ (Fig. D.2(a)). We fit~uð1Þ to the
el-by-level coastal constraints (Fig. D.2(b)), interpolate to the ter-

in-following coordinates and construct H~Uð0Þ from the
field on flat levels. (b) Applying level-by-level coastal/bathymetric constraints on
Applying coastal/bathymetric constraints to transport. (e) Superimposing tides.
pose no-normal flow, shown for comparison.

ransports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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interpolated ~uð1Þ (Eq. 1, Fig. D.2(c)). Even though ~uð1Þ has been fit t

coasts, ~Uð0Þ has not and it still has velocities into the coasts of Kaua

and Niihau. Thus, we next fit ~Uð1Þ to the coastal constraints, usin

our optimization (Eq. 15, Fig. D.2(d)). We then rescale ~Uð1Þ for th

subtidal free surface (~Uð2Þ, not shown) and finally superimpos
barotropic tides, created using Logutov and Lermusiaux, 2008 wit
boundary forcing from OTIS (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002), to obtai
~Uð3Þ (Fig. D.2(e)). For comparison, we also present an initializatio
from geostrophy, without the level-by-level optimization, wit
the subtidal barotropic velocity obtained using WCiu from averagin
via Eq. (13) and with barotropic tides superimposed (Fig. D.2(f)
The averaging overestimates the transport between the islands.

Fig. D.3 compares the initial evolution of three simulations: on
using the full optimization IC of Fig. D.2(e), the second using th
averaging IC of Fig. D.2(f)) and the third a spin-up from zero wit
Fig. D.3. Comparing 24 h-averaged velocity, h~Ui24hr , from 3 simulations (at initial tim
using averaged WCiu . (e), (f) Simulation from spin-up ICs. Both averaged and spin-up

Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
tidal forcing added. These simulations were made using th
MSEAS PE model (Appendix A and HL10) and forced with atmo
spheric fluxes from NOGAPS and the barotropic tides describe
above. To compare the transports between Kauai and Niihau

Fig. D.3(a)–(f) show the 24 h time averages of ~U at the beginnin
of the simulation and after an initial adjustment to the PE dynam
ics (4 days). Both the reduced physics IC using WCiu from averagin
and the spin-up IC overestimate the transports between Kauai an
Niihau, even after the initial adjustment. Both also have an exces
sively strong transport inflow along the northern coast of Oah
(21.5 N,158 W). The flow across f=H contours is due in part t
the inability of the sparse TS data, coarse TS climatology and th
relatively coarse SSH to resolve topographic effects. This woul
also be an issue when downscaling from an insufficiently resolve
model. A sufficiently resolved TS or downscaling from a sufficientl
resolved model would resolve topography and remove spuriou
e and after 4 days). (a), (b) Simulation from optimized ICs. (c), (d) Simulation from ICs
ICs over-estimate transport between islands of Kauai and Niihau.

and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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Pl
(2
ss isobath flow. The optimization process drives the velocities
wards the minimum transport Wð0Þ between these islands that
in accord with the initial guess. Since none of the initial TS,
H, nor feature models contained strong initial guess currents
tween the islands, the optimized currents are diverted away
m the channel and around the topography, much more closely

llowing vorticity contours (f=H if that is the dominant term).
veraging’’ merely splits the transport evenly around each island,

ich concentrates the flow between them. The initial spin-up
o blindly splits the transport around each island. In real-time
ercises, even the addition of data assimilation of the available
arse data did not correct the initial transports (not shown).
nce, the optimization (especially Eq. (15)) provides additional

formation on the inter-island transports which enables it to pro-
ce superior ICs to those from spin-up or ‘‘averaging’’.
Fig. D.4(a) shows the 50 m temperature from day 4 of the
ulation from optimized ICs. Differences in the 50 m tem-

rature between the run from averaged WCiu IC and our optimized
, and between the spin-up IC and the optimized IC, are shown in
. D.4(c) and (d), respectively. The differences are significant,

1–1.5 �C). Large patches of higher differences to the Northwest
Kauai by day 4 start as smaller regions off the Northern tip of
ihau and are advected to the north. These differences are directly
tributable to the difference in transports. The differences in tem-
rature between the 3 simulations continue to grow throughout
e 2 week simulation (Fig. D.4(b)), even though the transports
come more similar to each other (not shown). This indicates that
itial kinetic energy errors are transferred to potential energy
rors, as hinted in the problem statement.
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. D.4. Comparing temperature at 50 m from the same 3 simulations as on Fig. D.3. (a
ulations. (c) Simulation from ICs using averaged WCiu . (d) Simulation from spin-up ICs.
wing differences in the tracer fields throughout the 2 week simulations.

ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
The circulation pattern of the optimized solution is corroborat-
by data. Qiu et al. (1997) produced a spaghetti diagram of sur-
e drifter tracks around the Hawaiian islands for the period
89–1996. Many more drifters passed south or north of Kauai/
ihau than crossed between them. Chavanne et al. (2007) pro-
ced a map of surface currents for 9 April 2003, using altimetry
d high frequency radar. A strong westward current is seen
uth of Kauai/Niihau with only a small current between them.
890ing and Brainard (2004) examined 10 years of shipboard
891CP from 1990–2000. Among their conclusions was that the
892rth Hawaiian Ridge Current flowed (westward) to the south
893Kauai/Niihau. The common element, namely the current being
894imarily around Kauai/Niihau rather than between them, is
895uch more faithfully represented using the optimization ICs
896ther than the averaging or spin-up ICs. Even a variational ini-
897lization could benefit by starting from the optimized ICs.
898ally, we stress again that during a numerical ‘‘model adjust-
899ent’’ of too inaccurate (too large or too small) velocities, both
900e density and velocity fields are modified. Even if the velocities
901e corrected by such adjustments, the modeled fields still have
902me memory of the erroneous initial velocity (the adjustment
903dynamical after all). Such errors can thus damage the field esti-
904ation for some time, especially if the erroneous inter-island
905locities are well within the interior of the modeling domain,
906which case their dynamical effects could remain there for a sig-
907ficant duration. In fact, it is likely that only data assimilation
908uld correct these effects. Of course, even if there is sufficient
909ta to correct these effects, assimilating into fields with smaller
910rors reduces the potential for shock.

) Simulation from optimized ICs. (b) Time history of RMS differences between
The erroneous transports of the averaged and spin-up ICs (Fig. D.3) have led to

ransports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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4.2. Taiwan–Kuroshio region

We next consider a 1125�1035 km domain off the southeas
coast of China encompassing Taiwan and the Kuroshio. Th
domain was employed for one of the Quantifying, Predicting an

Exploiting uncertainty experiments during Aug 13–Sep 10, 2009
(Gawarkiewicz et al., 2011). We discretize the domain with
4.5 km horizontal resolution and 70 vertical levels in a terrain-

Fig. D.5. Subtidal velocity adjustment. (a) Initial velocity at 25 m, from geostrophy
averaging of island BCs for barotropic mode only. Without level-by-level optimizatio
islands, and islands along Ilan ridge. (c) Spin-up from zero holding tracers constant. (d
volume for runs initialized from (a), (b) and spin up runs (c), (d). KE relatively unifor
have not developed a Kuroshio.

Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
following coordinate system (HL10). For the initialization, w
objectively analyze a summer climatology T=S data set create
from HydroBase 2 (Lozier et al., 1995) and World Ocean Atla
2001 (WOA-01; Stephens et al., 2002; Boyer et al., 2002). We com
922pute uð0Þ using the thermal wind equations with a 1000 m LNM and
923imposing the simple bathymetry constraints. We then construct
924~uð1Þ, satisfying the level-by-level coastal constraints, interpolate
925to terrain-following coordinates and construct the first-guess

and optimization between islands. (b) Initial velocity at 25 m from geostrophy and
n, initial velocities enter coasts, e.g.: southern end of Taiwan, Luzon and neighboring
) Spin-up from zero but with nudging tracers at open boundaries to ICs. (e) KE per unit

m for ICs from geostrophy. Although KE stabilized in all runs, spin-up simulations still

and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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926 sub-tidal transport H~Uð0Þ from the interpolated~uð1Þ (Eq. 1). We then

927 fit ~Uð1Þ to the coastal constraints, using our optimization (Eq. 15).
928 We compare the 25 m velocity from the above initialization
929 (Fig. D.5(a)) to three other initializations. The first starts from the

930same ~uð0Þ, does not apply the level-by-level optimization and con-

931structs a nondivergent ~U using WCiu obtained by averaging (Eq.
932(13), Fig. D.5(b)). The other two ICs are spin-ups from zero velocity,
933the first ‘‘freezing’’ tracers at the initial values (Fig. D.5(c)), the

Fig , afte
ICs d tra
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. D.6. Comparing 100 m velocity fields from simulations (horizontally: at initial time
. (d)–(f) Averaged WCiu ICs. (g)–(i) Spin-up (frozen tracer) ICs. (j)–(l) Spin-up (nudge
ter maintain Kuroshio. Simulation from spin-up using nudged tracers is losing its K
ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
r 0.25 day and after 20 days) initialized from four different ICs. (a)–(c) Optimized
cer) ICs. Results include: the two reduced physics, optimized and averaged, ICs
hio.
ransports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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second allowing the tracers to vary during the spin-up but nudge
to their ICs at the boundaries (Fig. D.5(d)). Both the optimized I
and the IC using averaged WCiu (Fig. D.5(a) and (b)) show a define
Kuroshio current. The spin-up ICs after 12.5 days of adjustment d
not show nearly as well-defined Kuroshio currents, even thoug

Fig. D.7. As for Fig. D.6, but comparing the 100 m temperature fields. Results incl
0.25 day off northern coast of Taiwan and advect into Kuroshio; much larger differ
the 20 simulation days.
Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
their KEs have stabilized by then (Fig. D.5(e)). Also shown i
Fig. D.5(e) are the KE from the unforced simulations from th
reduced physics ICs. The optimized and averaged WCiu ICs show
much more uniform KE history over the simulation, indicating tha
the reduced physics ICs were near one attracting dynam

adjustment differences between hindcasts with optimized and averaged ICs appear b
s 1–2 �C between optimized and spin-up hindcasts. Errors continue to grow througho
and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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944 equilibria of the PE dynamics for that region and period. The spin-
945 up solutions have KEs with large oscillations for a long duration
946 before settling into different attracting regime (with larger KE).
947 The larger KE in spin-up solutions are reflected in over estimates
948 of currents and eddies away from the Kuroshio. That a nonlinear
949 PE model can have multiple (dynamic) equilibria should come as
950 no surprise, even relatively simple nonlinear systems can have
951 multiple equilibria (Dijkstra and Katsman, 1997; Simonnet et al.,
952 2009; Sapsis et al., 2013).
953 Forced hindcast simulations, starting from 5 Aug 2009, from
954 these ICs were made using the MSEAS PE model (Appendix A and
955 HL10) with atmospheric fluxes from NOGAPS and barotropic tides
956 created using Logutov and Lermusiaux (2008) with boundary forc-
957 ing from OTIS (Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002). Fig. D.6 shows the
958 100 m velocities from these simulations. After 20 days, the simula-
959 tions from the reduced physics ICs (Fig. D.6(c) and (e)) maintain
960 defined Kuroshio currents and develop a loop branch into the strait
961 of Luzon. The spin-up from frozen tracers develops a better defined
962 Kuroshio in the interior but not at the inflow and outflow bound-
963 aries of the domain (Fig. D.6(i)). The Kuroshio in the spin-up from
964 nudged tracers loses coherency (Fig. D.6(l)). Fig. D.7 shows a com-
965 parison of the 100 m temperature between these hindcasts. The
966 100 m T of the simulation from optimized ICs is shown in
967 Fig. D.7(a)–(c). Differences between 100 m T from the run using
968 averaged WCiu ICs with the 100 m T from the run using optimized
969 ICs are in Fig. D.7(d)–(f). Larger (0.25 �C) differences appear in ini-
970 tial adjustment (0.25 d, Fig. D.7(e)) off the NE coast of Taiwan.
971 These differences advect off Taiwan and lead to differences in the
972 Kuroshio of 0.1–0.2 � C. The simulations from spin-up ICs showed
973 larger differences, 1 �C for the spin-up from ‘‘frozen’’ tracers
974 (Fig. D.7(g)–(i)) and 1–2 �C for the spin-up in which tracers were
975 allowed to vary (Fig. D.7(j)–(l)). These differences grew throughout
976 the 20 day simulation.
977 We compare the hindcasts to independent T data from sea glid-
978 ers (Gawarkiewicz et al., 2011) repositioned in the Kuroshio off the
979 coast of Taiwan (Fig. D.8(a) and (b)) during 19–22 August 2009,
980 2 weeks into the simulations. Temperature RMS errors (averaged
981 along the glider tracks, Fig. D.8(c)) show that the hindcasts from
982 the optimized and averaged WCiu ICs have significantly smaller
983 errors than did the hindcasts from spin-up ICs. Along-track tem-
984 perature differences between the hindcasts from optimized ICs
985 and the glider data are shown in Fig. D.8(d). Similar difference sec-
986 tions are shown for the other hindcasts (Fig. D.8(e)–(g)), but only
987 where these differences exceed the differences in the optimized
988 run. The optimized ICs are better than all other simulations almost
989 everywhere.

990 4.3. Philippine Archipelago

991 For further evaluation of our methodology, we turn to the
992 Philippine Archipelago region during February 2–March 20, 2009,
993 as part of the Philippine Straits Dynamics Experiment (PhilEx;
994 Gordon and Villanoy, 2011; Lermusiaux et al., 2011). We consider
995 a 1
996 ho
997 na
998 isl
999 tia

1000 (Lo
1001 FM
1002 str
1003 an
1004 SS
1005 ex
1006 ve

1007(12N,120.75E) and Dipolog (9N,123E) Straits, and, (iv) at the open
1008boundaries, transports from the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model
1009(HYCOM; Bleck, 2002; Hurlburt et al., 2011). When using feature
1010models for straits, care is needed to ensure the transports enter
1011and exit through @D, rather than close in the interior of D. Based
1012on literature estimates the flow originated a mid-level jet in the
1013South China Sea (SCS; 15N,120E) and broadly exited the domain
1014in the Mindanao current in the Pacific (7N,123E). To model this
1015we added a feature model jet in the SCS and a boundary outflow
1016velocity in the Pacific:
1017

uFM ¼ uMindoro þ uDipolog þ uSCS þ uboundary outflow 10191019

1020and use Eq. (5) to smoothly join the pieces. The HYCOM transports
1021are divided by bathymetry of our modeling domain to produce
1022barotropic velocities, which are then added to the velocities from
1023(i)–(iii) at the open boundaries of the modeling domain. This proce-
1024dure puts the HYCOM transports directly into Wbe (Eq. (10)) and
1025uses the optimizing Eq. (5) to extend these boundary transports into
1026the interior, consistent with our bathymetry and coastlines.
1027Applying the simple bathymetry constraints leads to ~uð0Þ.
1028Following with the level-by-level coastal constraints results in
1029~uð1Þ, which is interpolated to generalized coordinates and used to

1030construct H~Uð0Þ (Eq. (1)).

1031We start by comparing in Fig. (D.9) the fields W and ~Uð1Þ esti-
1032mated using island values, WCiu , obtained by our optimization
1033(Eq. (15)) to those estimated using WCiu obtained by averaging of
1034Wð0Þ along the islands (Eq. (13)). In the broad strokes, the solution
1035obtained from averaging (Fig. D.9(b) and (d)) agrees with that
1036obtained from the optimization (Fig. D.9(a) and (c)). This can be
1037attributed to the constraints imposed by the SSH and HYCOM
1038transports on the overall solution and by bathymetry constraints
1039on the currents (e.g. the Northern Equatorial Current, NEC, which
1040has already split into northern and southern branches by the time
1041it enters the eastern boundary of our domain, remains east of the
1042archipelago, following the Philippines escarpment). However, look-
1043ing at differences (Fig. D.9(b) and (d)), we see significant updates in
1044how currents circulate the Archipelago in the two solutions. The
1045solution obtained from averaged WCiu suffers from over estimates
1046of the sub-tidal transports in many of the straits (near the northern
1047end of the island of Palawan (12N,120E); in the Balabac Strait
1048(7N,117E), Surigao Strait (10.5 N,126E), Sibutu Strait (5N,120E)
1049and Zamboanga Strait (5N,122E); and between the islands of
1050Panay and Negros (12N,123E)): peak barotropic velocities reach
1051110 cm/s. The solution obtained using optimized WCiu reduces the
1052peak barotropic velocity to 48 cm/s (around Borneo (5N,119E),
1053eastern Sulu Archipelago (6N,122E) and northern end of Palawan).

10544.3.1. Optimization weights and velocity limits
1055We now consider the effects of different choices for the weights
1056(-uu

nm, -uc
nk and -uo

nb) in the island optimization as well as the effects

1057of including velocity limits. In Fig. D.9(c), we presented ~Uð1Þ com-
1058puted using WCiu obtained by our optimization with weights equal
1059to

1060be

1061sim
1062us

1063sq

1064be
1065an

1066in
1067sim
1068sim
1069ve
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Pl
(2
656 � 1503 km domain (Fig. D.9) that is discretized with 9 km
rizontal resolution and 70 vertical levels in a generalized coordi-
te system. The resulting geometry is complex, with 30 interior
ands, 2 exterior coasts and numerous straits. A 2 Feb 2009 ini-
lization is created using the February WOA05 climatology
carnini et al., 2006; Antonov et al., 2006) mapped with the
M-based OA (Agarwal and Lermusiaux, 2011). The ~uð0Þ is con-
ucted using a combination of (i) velocities in geostrophic bal-
ce with a 1000 m LNM, (ii) velocity anomalies derived from
H anomaly (CCAR; Leben et al., 2002) using Eq. (21) vertically
tended with a 400 m Gaussian decay scale, (iii) feature model
locities for the bottom currents through the Mindoro
ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
the reciprocal of the square of the minimum cross-sectional area

tween the islands obtained via FMM, i.e. -uu
nm ¼ ðAglobal min=AnmÞ2,

ilarly for -uc
nk and -uo

nb . To this, we compare the ~Uð1Þ computed
ing WCiu obtained by our optimization but weighted by the

uared-reciprocal of the minimum Euclidean distance (d2
Enm)

tween the islands, i.e. -uu
nm ¼ ðdEglobal min=dnmÞ2, similarly for -uc

nk

d -uo
nb and weighted by the squared reciprocal of the minimum

-water distance computed by FMM, i.e. -uu
nm ¼ ðdglobal min=dnmÞ2,

ilarly for -uc
nk and -uo

nb . Both distance weightings produce very
ilar currents to each other and increase the peak barotropic

locity to 58 cm/s. This strong similarity between the two
ransports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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distance-weighted solutions is because the two distance measures
are the same for neighboring islands (with the largest weights)
while they generally differ most for the widest separated islands
(with the least weight). To see the updates between these two dis-
tance-weighted solutions and the area weighted solution, we con-
sider the two difference fields (Fig. D.10(a) and (b)). The largest
updates are in the Sibutu Strait, Balabac Strait, Visayan sea
(11N,123E) and Surigao Strait.

We illustrate the velocity limiting option by limiting the target
transports between islands and coasts with a maximum average
barotropic velocity of 5 cm/s. The resulting solution slightly
reduced the peak barotropic velocity to 44 cm/s. The differences

Fig. D.8. Comparing temperature from the 4 hindcasts shown on Fig. D.6 and D.7 to i
Glider positions and data. (c) Along-track RMS errors for 4 hindcasts. (d)–(g) Along-tr
only where they are larger than the differences of the hindcast from our optimized I

Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
1082between the solutions with and without velocity limiting
1083(Fig. D.10(c)) show that the largest differences are in the Sibutu
1084Strait, Balabac Strait, northern Sibuyan sea (13N,122E), Surigao
1085Strait and eastern Sulu Archipelago.

10864.3.2. Imposing inter-island transports
1087We now utilize and illustrate our optimization method
1088(Table 2) but turning on the option of imposing externally obtained
1089transports between pairs of islands, Eq. (17). Specifically, Gordon et
1090al. (2011) estimate mean westward transports through the Dipolog
1091(9N,123E) and Surigao (10.5N,126E) Straits of 0.5 Sv and 0.3 Sv,
1092respectively, using moorings (15 months deployment, Jan 2008–

ndependent in situ data from 3 Sea Gliders at 2 weeks into the simulations. (a) and (b)
ack temperature differences for 4 hindcasts. For last 3 hindcasts, differences are shown
Cs. This hindcast shows best match to data, on average and almost everywhere.

and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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1110we ran our optimization with a wide range of weights, shown in
1111Table 3. From this we see that these specific transports can be
1112imposed if the weights are large enough (increase the FMM
1113weights by a factor 100 for Surigao and by a factor of 1000–
111410000 for Dipolog). To answer the second question, the barotropic
1115velocities resulting from the imposed transports are shown in
1116Fig. D.11 for the PhilEx domain previously shown and two nested
1117sub-domains with 3 km resolution. The first is a 552 � 519 km
1118domain covering the Mindoro Strait and the Sibuyan and Visayan
1119seas. The second is a 895 � 303 km domain covering the Bohol
1120Sea (9N,125E). The number and distribution of generalized vertical
1121levels in both sub-domains is identical to the 9 km domain,
1122although the bathymetry is refined. Even though the transports
1123are reversed through Dipolog and Surigao, the barotropic velocities

Fig
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ar 2009) and ADCP from several cruises (Jun 2007, Jan 2008 and
ar 2009). For the much smaller subset period 2 Feb–25 Mar 2009,
rmusiaux et al., 2011 estimate a mean 0.77 Sv westward trans-
rt through Dipolog with a 1.4 Sv standard deviation (Fig. D.7e).
ring 2–8 Feb 2009, they find that the mean transport through

polog is reversed (mean eastward transport of 0.7 Sv and an ini-
l eastward transport of 1.1 Sv) in response to the northeast mon-
on (May et al., 2011). Hence we choose here as an extreme test to
pose the Gordon et al. (2011) 15-month-average transports in
updated Feb 2 initialization. Of course, these 15-month averages

e not expected to be accurate for the single-day 2 Feb 2009 trans-
rts, we merely use them as a test of our method: the average and
gle-day transport estimates are within the variability and so are

presentative of the kinds of changes the method should be able

handle. The questions we wish to answer are: (a) can the

ethod impose these values? and (b) if so, are the transports
rough the remaining straits still sensible? For the first question,

1124elsewhere remain sensible (peak values remain less than 50 cm/s
1125in all domains), confirming that such reversal could occur in the
1126real ocean. Looking at the differences between the solution with

. D.9. Philippines Archipelago. Comparison of initializations computed using WCiu obtained via our optimization methodology (Eq. (15)) to those obtained via an averaging
thod (Eq. (13)). (a) and (b) maps of W. (c) and (d) maps of ~Uð1Þ magnitudes overlaid with vectors. (Note (d) is a zoom of the regions with the largest differences.) Optimizing
nd values removes excessive transports in various straits.

ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
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1127 and without imposed transports (Fig. D.11(b)), we see the changes
1128 are as expected. The flows are reversed in the two straits as
1129 imposed. The imposition of a larger transport through Dipolog than
1130 Surigao draws additional transport through the San Bernadino
1131 strait (12N,124E) and the Visayan Sea. The added transport
1132 through Dipolog into the Sulu Sea (7.5N,120E) exits through the
1133 Sulu Archipelago. Elsewhere the changes are negligible.

1134 4.3.3. Nesting strategies
1135 We now exemplify our optimized initialization for use in nested
1136 multi-resolution simulations (HL10). To ensure consistency
1137 between a coarse and fine solution, we obtain the BCs at the outer
1138 boundary of the fine domain by interpolation from the coarse
1139 domain solution (i.e. we by-pass Eq. (10) the ‘‘Construct Exterior

the n

Table 3
Testing weights for imposing inter-island transports. Our island optimization scheme
is employed with the imposition of inter-island transports, Eq. (17). Here, we impose
westward transports of 0.5 Sv through the Dipolog Strait and 0.3 Sv through the
Surigao Strait. The resulting transports from calculations using different weights are
compared to the default values, -uu

nm ¼ ðAglobal min=AnmÞ2. For Dipolog
-uu

nm ¼ 2:19� 10�3 while for Surigao -uu
nm ¼ 2:29� 10�2.

Weights for imposing inter-island transports Westward transports
(Sv)

Dipolog Surigao

�� �1.1 �0.63
-uu

nm �0.60 �0.20
10 -uu

nm �0.18 0.26
100 -uu

nm 0.34 0.30
1000 -uu

nm 0.48 0.30
10000 -uu

nm 0.50 0.30
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Fig. D.10. Differences between ~Uð1Þ constructed using three weighting schemes in

D.9(c)); maps of magnitudes overlaid with vectors, restricted to the region of the lar
straits. Adding velocity limiting further reduces the velocities in especially problema

Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
Philippines and the reference result using our FMM -uu
nm ¼ ðAglobal min=AnmÞ2 (shown o
gest differences. Our FMM area weightings reduces spurious large velocities in various
tic straits.

and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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(2
s’’ step of Table 2 and instead interpolate the coarse-domain W
obtain the fine domain Wbe values). Here we explore how much
the additional information from the coarse domain (i.e. inter-is-
d transports) should be included in the fine domain solution.
We consider the 3 km Mindoro Strait domain nested within our

. D.11. ~Uð1Þ after imposing transports of 0.5 Sv through Dipolog Strait (9 N,123E) and
Þ vectors. Using the maximum weights of Table 3, the desired transports are imposed
ger transport through Dipolog than Surigao draws additional transport through the Sa
lu Sea exits through the Sulu Archipelago. Elsewhere the changes are negligible.
ger 9 km domain. In Fig. D.12, we zoom in on the southeast por- 1159kn
1160co
1161Th
1162sh

1163th
1164du

1165do
1166be
1167s i
n of our nested sub-domain, encompassing the Sibuyan sea.

. D.12(a) shows the ~Uð1Þ in the 9 km domain obtained with our
timization scheme (Table 2) including the velocity limiting
tion with an imposed maximum 80 cm/s target average

rotropic velocity. Fig. D.12(b) shows the final ~Uð1Þ in the 3 km
main. We compare this final result with a couple of different
ategies. The first was to not only use the 9 km solution for
s, Wbe , at the outer boundary of the 3 km domain, but to also
ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
tain the transport streamfunction values along the islands that
e also resolved in the larger domain (e.g. Mindoro 13N,121E;
nay 11N,123E). This occurs in two steps (i) these values of WCc

e included in the ‘‘certain coast solution’’ (Eq. (12) and Table 2)
d (ii) these islands are included in the set of coastlines with
own streamfunction values. The intent is to ensure a greater
nsistency between the initial coarse and fine domain fields.
e difference between this strategy and the final strategy is
own in Fig. D.12(d). An unintended consequence of retaining

e 9 km island values is an increase in ~Uð1Þ in certain channels
e to the increased coastal and bathymetry resolution of the fine

main. In particular, the peak ~Uð1Þ in the Verde Island passage
tween Mindoro and Luzon (13.5N,121E) increases from 17 cm/
n the coarse domain to 50 cm/s in the fine.

Sv through Surigao Strait (10.5 N,126E), maps of ~Uð1Þ magnitudes overlaid with
ulting in the reversal of the transports through these straits. The imposition of a
rnadino strait and the Visayan Sea. The added transport through Dipolog into the
ransports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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To reduce these velocities, we allow our optimization algorithm
to work on all the islands in the fine domain: the streamfunctio
values on all islands are then assumed uncertain. The OBCs are sti
obtained by interpolation from the 9 km domain. Fig. D.12(d
shows the difference between this strategy and the final on
Optimizing these island values for the fine domain reduces the pea
barotropic velocity in the Verde Island passage to 30 cm/s, bu
increases it to 30 cm/s at the southern tip of Mindor
(12.25N,121E). When we add velocity limits to the optimization
keeping the interpolated OBCs, our final strategy), we obtain th
results shown on Fig. D.12(b): the peak barotropic velocities ar
brought down to 20 cm/s in the Verde Island passage and 10 cm
at the southern tip of Mindoro. This shows that for nested initializa
tion, our weak-constraint optimization algorithm should be use
for all islands, adding local weak velocity bounds as needed. Th
results are then well adjusted fine domain fields that still matc
the coarse domain solution at the boundaries of the fine domain.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this manuscript, we derived and applied a methodology fo
the efficient semi-analytical initialization of 3D velocity an
transport fields in coastal regions with multiscale dynamic
and complex multiply-connected geometries, including island
and archipelagos. These fields are consistent with the synopt
observations available, geometry, free-surface PE dynamics an

Fig. D.12. Testing different strategies for initializing nested sub-domains in the Ph
in coarse (9 km) domain. (b) ~Uð1Þ in fine (3 km) domain, in which all island values
~Uð1Þ in fine (3 km) domain retaining island values from coarse domain (for inter-
17 cm/s to 50 cm/s due to reduced cross-section area from refined coasts and bath
and ~Uð1Þfine . ~Uð1Þ reduces in Verde Island passage from 50 to 30 cm/s but increase
any other relevant information to evolve without spurious initial

Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
pines. Shown are maps the magnitudes of ~Uð1Þ (cm/s) overlaid with ~Uð1Þ vectors. (a) ~U
recomputed in fine domain using velocity limits (Section 3.2.2). (d) Difference betwee
ain consistency) and ~Uð1Þfine . ~Uð1Þ in Verde Island passage (13.5N,121E) increases fro
try. (d) Difference between ~Uð1Þ in fine (3 km) domain without imposing velocity limi

1Þ to 30 cm/s at southern tip of Mindoro (12 N,121.25E).
1220,
transients. They can be directly used for model initialization o
as an improved initial guess for a variational scheme.

Our weighted least squares optimization starts from first-gues
sub-tidal velocity fields that satisfy simple bathymetric con
straints. To obtain the exact solutions for the first correction velo
cities which best fit these first-guesses while satisfying no-norma
flow into complex coastlines and bathymetry, we derive successiv
level-by-level (layer-by-layer) Euler–Lagrange equations for th
interior, boundary and island streamfunction variables. Thes
new equations are: (i) a Poisson equation for a streamfunction rep
resentation of the velocity; (ii) a 1D Poisson equation along th
external boundary for the Dirichlet OBCs which best fit the firs
guess flow through the open boundaries; and (iii) robust algebra
equations for selecting constant values for the streamfunctio
along the uncertain islands, best-fitting the first-guess values usin
weights that are functions of minimum ocean distances or cros
sectional areas, both computed by FMM. A second correction
derived for cases where the full 3D dynamics is critical, employin
a predictor–corrector algorithm to fit the no-normal flow con
straints in 3D. The first guess sub-tidal transport is computed from
either the first or second guess velocities as appropriate. A first cor
rection transport is then computed using steps (i)–(iii) derived fo
transport. Additional information on the transport and velocit
fields is also incorporated as weak or strong constraints, includin
for example specific net transports between coasts or weak uppe
and lower bounds on the barotropic velocity in specific straits.

We applied our methodology in three regions: (i) around th
Hawaiian islands of Kauai/Niihau (ii) the Taiwan/Kuroshio region
and transports for complex coastal regions and archipelagos. Ocean Modell.
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(2
d (iii) in the Philippines Archipelago. In the Hawaiian study, four
y simulations from 3 initializations were compared: (i) starting
m our optimized ICs (ii) from ICs using averaged WCiu and (iii)
m spin-up ICs. If our optimization is not used, both the ICs
d the initial adjustment simulations from the ICs over estimate
e transport between the islands. Our optimization produced a
rrent which was primarily around Kauai/Niihau rather than
tween them, in accord with historical observations. The erro-
ous transports led to large O(1–1.5 �C) differences in tem-
rature. These temperature differences grew as the simulations
ogressed (i.e. initial velocity errors were transferred to tracer
rors). In the Taiwan-Kuroshio region, we compared four initial-
tions and their subsequent evolutions, starting from (i) our opti-

ized ICs, (ii) ICs using averaged WCiu , (iii) spin-up with fixed TS
d (iv) spin-up allowing TS to vary but nudged to ICs at the open
undaries. Neither of the spin-up ICs led to as well-developed
roshio currents as (i) or (ii) did, even after the spin-up KEs grew
d stabilized around an erroneous ‘‘attractor regime’’. However,
e KEs from the unforced runs of (i) and (ii) showed a KE history
asi-steady at the optimized value. The forced 20-day hindcasts
nfirmed the advantages of initializing from our optimized velo-
ies, including better representations of the Kuroshio. The quan-
ative evaluation of these hindcasts by comparison with
dependent in situ data after 2 weeks of simulation showed by

the largest errors in the hindcasts from spin-up while our opti-
ized ICs produced the best match.
The third region was the multiply-connected Philippines

chipelago. The solution obtained from the averaging method suf-
ed from over estimates of the transports in many of the straits
ile our optimized solution produced realistic peak sub-tidal

rotropic velocities. We also evaluated the effects of different
ighting functions and showed that using weights based on the

inimum cross-sectional areas among islands (computed by

M) was the most adequate. We tested the effects of including 1317Le

1318th
1319fu

1320Ap
1321M

1322

1323fro
1324an
1325hy
132620
1327

Co

Co

Co

Co

Co

Eq

Fr
13291329

1330wh
1331ðx;
1332dim
1333density, q0 (constant) density from a reference state; g acceleration
1334due to gravity; g surface elevation, H ¼ Hðx; yÞ local water depth in
ak upper bounds on velocities and found that optimized results
re in accord with the bounds chosen. We also showed that our
tion of weakly imposing externally obtained transports between
irs of islands could reverse the initial flows through the Dipolog
d Surigao Straits if the corresponding weights were strong
ough. This example was used to show that transports through
ese straits could also reverse in reality since their reversals
tained sensible velocities and expected currents elsewhere.
ally, we studied our optimized nested initialization schemes
use in multi-resolution simulations. Since the multi-resolution
mains have different bathymetries, coastlines, islands, flow fea-
res and dynamics, we found that the best approach was to let our
timization algorithm work on all islands and flows between
ands, only imposing the cross-scale information as strong con-
aints on the boundary and applying weak bounds on the average
rotropic velocity where needed. The result is then well adjusted
ulti-resolution initial velocity fields, consistent at all scales with-
and across the nested domains.
We have found that our optimization, particularly the weak

nstraint towards the minimum inter-island transport that is in
cord with the first-guess velocities (Eq. (15)), provides important
locity corrections in complex archipelagos. This was found to be
tical where the available data did not resolve the bathymet-
/coastal effects. The velocity corrections from our methodology
timized the kinetic energy locally, eliminating unrealistic hot-
ots, while respecting continuity constraints and the boundary
nditions for multiple islands and tortuous coastlines. When opti-
izing transports, weighting functions that lead to the minimiza-
n of barotropic velocity differences are found to be more robust
d to better control velocities than those that lead to the
inimization of transport differences. In all of the examples
ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
own, it is key to realize that in complex domains without our
timization, the initial fields were too erroneous and unbalanced.
e confirmed that such errors can damage predictions for future

es.
For the future, there are many opportunities for refinement and

plication of our methodology. For the refinements, even though
r approach is independent of the discretization employed, other

scretizations (Deleersnijder et al., 2010; Ueckermann and
rmusiaux, 2010; Lermusiaux et al., 2013) may have specific chal-
ges. Different weighting and cost functions can be researched,

r example specific functions for non-hydrostatic flow initializa-
n. Considering applications to other regions and dynamics, a
omising example is the downscaling of climate predictions to
itialize simulations in complex coastal regions, including sea-
el change implications. Real-time optimized initialization for

pid responses operations to specific events or for other societal
plications are useful directions. Finally, ocean ecosystem initial-
tion (Bes�iktepe et al., 2003) as well as other multi-model and

ulti-dynamics applications should be further investigated.
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pendix A. Ocean modeling primitive equations and the
SEAS modeling system

Free-surface primitive equations (PEs). The equations are derived
m the Navier–Stokes equations and first law of thermodynamics
d conservation of salt, under the Boussinesq, thin-layer and
drostatic approximations (e.g. Cushman-Roisin and Beckers,
10). They consist of,

ns: Mass r �~uþ @w
@z
¼ 0; ðA:1Þ

ns: Horiz: Mom:
D~u
Dt
þ f k̂�~u ¼ � 1

q0
rpþ~F; ðA:2Þ

ns: Vert: Mom:
@p
@z
¼ �qg; ðA:3Þ

ns: Heat
DT
Dt
¼ FT ; ðA:4Þ

ns: Salt
DS
Dt
¼ FS; ðA:5Þ

: of State q ¼ qðz; T; SÞ; ðA:6Þ

ee Surface
@g
@t
þr �

Z g

�H

~udz
� 

¼ 0 ðA:7Þ

ere: ð~u;wÞ are horizontal and vertical components of velocity;
y; zÞ spatial positions; t time; T temperature; S salinity; D

Dt three-
ensional material derivative; p pressure; f Coriolis parameter; q

Q5
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the undisturbed ocean; and, k̂ unit direction vector in the vertica
direction. The gradient operators, r, in Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) ar
two dimensional (horizontal) operators. The turbulent sub-grid

scale processes are represented by ~F; FT and FS.
MSEAS modeling system. The above equations are numericall

integrated using the finite-volume structured ocean mode
(HL10) of the multidisciplinary simulation, estimation an
assimilation system (MSEASgroup, 2010). MSEAS is used to stud
and quantify tidal-to-mesoscale processes over regional domain
with complex geometries and varied interactions. Modeling capa
bilities include implicit two-way nesting for multiscale hydrostat
PE dynamics with a nonlinear free-surface (HL10) and a high-orde
finite element code on unstructured grids for non-hydrostat
processes also with a nonlinear free-surface (Ueckermann an
Lermusiaux, 2010, submitted for publication). Other MSEAS sub
systems include: initialization schemes, nested data-assimilativ
tidal prediction and inversion (Logutov and Lermusiaux, 2008
fast-marching coastal objective analysis (Agarwal an
Lermusiaux, 2011); stochastic subgrid-scale models (e.g
Lermusiaux, 2006; Phadnis, 2013); generalized adaptable biogeo
chemical modeling system; Lagrangian Coherent Structures; non
Gaussian data assimilation and adaptive sampling (Sondergaar
and Lermusiaux, 2013,; Lermusiaux, 2007); dynamically-orthogo
nal equations for uncertainty predictions (Sapsis and Lermusiau
2009, 2012; Ueckermann et al., 2013); and machine learning o
model formulations. The MSEAS software is used for basic and fun
damental research and for realistic simulations and predictions i
varied regions of the world’s ocean (Leslie et al., 2008; Onken et a
2008; Haley et al., 2009; Gangopadhyay et al., 2011; Ramp et a
2011; Colin et al., 2013), including monitoring (Lermusiaux et a
2007), naval exercises including real-time acoustic-ocean predic
tions (Xu et al., 2008) and environmental management (Cossarin
et al., 2009).
Appendix B. Retaining vertical velocity for 3D effects and more
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complicated bathymetry constraints

In this appendix, we deal with cases in which desired velocit
properties are fully 3D, including both horizontal and vertical com
ponents (e.g. velocities from a dynamical simulation with its ow
3D balance, feature models for flows over sills, geostrophic
Ekman balance with bottom interaction) and are of sufficien
resolution to contain meaningful estimates of wð0Þ. For hydrostat
PEs, this vertical velocity comes in through the 2D divergence o
the horizontal velocity. However, in Section 3 the algorithm
obtained for fitting the 3D velocities and horizontal transports t
the geometry enforce a layer-by-layer 2D non-divergence in th
chosen vertical discretization. (For non-hydrostatic PEs, one sti
desires ICs which satisfy continuity.) Hence we now derive a pre
dictor/corrector method to recover the non-zero 2D divergence o
the horizontal velocities when that divergence contains a suffi
ciently meaningful estimate of wð0Þ. The predictor is the first cor
rection velocity estimate, ~uð1Þ, that satisfies the 2D level-by-leve
constraints. The corrector is a velocity correction, D~u, to recove
the nonzero 2D divergences. D~u best fits the difference ~uð1Þ �~uð
under the no-normal flow constraint in 3D (thereby recoverin
wð0Þ via vertical integration of continuity equation (A.2)). The resu
is the second correction velocity, ~uð2Þ ¼~uð1Þ þ D~u which recover

the first guess vertical velocity, r �~uð2Þ � � @wð0Þ
@z , subject t

constraints.
Let ~uð2Þ be the second correction velocity which best fits th

first-guess velocity, ~uð0Þ, while satisfying no-normal flow an

retaining the non-zero 2D divergence. By the Helmholtz decompo-
sition, ~uð2Þ can be written as

Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
(2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2015.02.005
~uð2Þ ¼ k̂�rw
� �

þr/ ðB:1

where w is a level-by-level streamfunction and / is a level-by-leve
velocity potential. ~uð1Þ best fits ~uð0Þ while satisfying no-normal flow
and

~uð1Þ ¼ k̂�rw

We choose~uð1Þ as the predictor for~uð2Þ and define the correcto
D~u, as

D~u ¼~uð2Þ �~uð1Þ
¼ r/ ðB:2

Then, defining

D~uð0Þ ¼~uð0Þ �~uð1Þ ðB:3

the weighted least squares cost function, Jdiv , to recover the dive
gence is

JdivðD~euÞ ¼ 1
2

ZZ
D
x/ D~eu � D~uð0Þ
��� ���2

da

() Jdivðe/Þ ¼ 1
2

ZZ
D
x/ re/ � D~uð0Þ
��� ���2

da ðB:4

where D~eu is any test velocity corrector, e/ the corresponding tes
velocity potential, x/ a positive definite weighting function an
da an area element. To find the / that minimizes Jdiv , variational ca
culus is employed:

Jdivð/þ d/Þ ¼ Jdivð/Þ þ
1
2

ZZ
D
x/krðd/Þk2 da�

ZZ
D
d/r

� x/ r/� D~uð0Þ
� �� 	

da

þ
I
@D

x/d/ r/� D~uð0Þ
� �

� n̂ds ðB:5

The potential / will minimize Jdiv provided the second and thir
integrals in Eq. (B.5) are zero. Applying the fundamental theorem
of variational calculus, these integrals will be identically zero fo
/ satisfying

r � x/r/
� �

¼ r � x/D~uð0Þ
� �

ðB:6

r/ � n̂j@D ¼ D~uð0Þ � n̂
��
@D ðB:7

To enforce no flow through coasts, D~uð0;npÞ is defined as

D~uð0;npÞ � n̂
��
coasts

¼ 0 ðB:8
D~uð0;npÞ � t̂

��
coasts

¼ D~uð0Þ � t̂
��

coasts

D~uð0;npÞ ¼ D~uð0Þ elsewhere

where t̂ is the unit tangent. Replacing D~uð0Þ with D~uð0;npÞ in (B.7
results in

r/ � n̂j@D ¼ D~uð0;npÞ � n̂
��
@D ðB:9

As a check on the consistency of using (B.9) with (B.6), Eq. (B.6
is integrated over the domain, followed by an application of th
divergence theorem, and a substitution from (B.9). The result
the solvability conditionI
@D

x/D~uð0;npÞ � n̂ds ¼
I
@D

x/D~uð0Þ � n̂ds ðB:10

Along the open boundaries, D~uð0Þ ¼ D~uð0;npÞ while along th
coasts D~uð0;npÞ � n̂ is zero. Therefore, Eq. (B.10) reduces toZ

coasts
x/D~uð0Þ � n̂ds ¼ 0 ðB:11
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(2
In general Eq. (B.11) is not satisfied. Therefore a ‘‘no net normal
w’’ target velocity correction, D~uð0;nnpÞ is sought which best fits

ð0Þ while satisfying (B.11). The least squares cost function Jnnp

fit D~uð0;nnpÞ is

p D~uð0;nnpÞ; k
� �

¼
Z

coasts
x/ D~uð0;nnpÞ � n̂� D~uð0Þ � n̂
� �2 ds

þ k
Z

coasts
x/D~uð0;nnpÞ � n̂ds ðB:12Þ

ere k is a Lagrange multiplier. To minimize Eq. (B.12) we take
rivatives of Jnnp with respect to D~uð0;nnpÞ and k and set them equal
zero:

@Jnnp

~uð0;nnpÞ
¼ x/ D~uð0;nnpÞ � n̂� D~uð0Þ � n̂

� �
þx/k ¼ 0

nnp

k
¼
Z

coasts
x/D~uð0;nnpÞ � n̂ds ¼ 0 ðB:13Þ

Solving the resulting system yields:

ð0;nnpÞ � n̂
��
coasts ¼ D~uð0Þ � n̂

��
coasts �

R
coasts x/D~uð0Þ � n̂dsR

coasts x/ ds
ðB:14Þ�̂� �̂�
ð0;nnpÞ � t coasts ¼ D~uð0Þ � t coasts 15301530

1531Fin
1532se
1533

~u0

~0 ~
ð0;nnpÞ ¼ D~uð0Þ elsewhere:

Substituting (B.14) in (B.6), results in the well-posed modified
stem

� x/r/
� �

¼ r � x/D~uð0;nnpÞ
� �

ðB:15Þ
/ � n̂j@D ¼ D~uð0;npÞ � n̂

��
@D
The level-by-level solutions to (B.15) are substituted into (B.2),
d solved for ~uð2Þ, which preserves no-normal flow in the final
locities:

Þ ¼~uð1Þ þ r/ ðB:16Þ

pendix C. Free surface and tidal initialization

This appendix summarizes our scheme to create ICs consistent
th the free surface and tides in complex domains. Some of this
aterial is in Appendices 2.2 and 2.3 of HL10. Here we expand

details needed for the present work and apply the notation of
is manuscript.

. Sub-tidal free surface

Once velocities and transport are constrained for the model
ometry, we need a sub-tidal free surface in dynamic balance
th them. When initializing from another model output, the free
rface should be directly available. When initializing from
duced dynamics, a consistent free surface needs to be construct-
. Summarizing Appendix 2.2 of HL10, the reduced dynamical
uation, with the free surface contribution made explicit, is inte-
ated in the vertical (HL10 Eq. 67) and the divergence operator is
plied to obtain a Poisson equation for gð0Þ (HL10 Eq. 68). Dirichlet
Cs are obtained by a tangential integral of the vertically inte-

ated equation along the open boundaries. Along the coastlines,
-normal flow is enforced by applying zero Neumann conditions.
e resulting system of equations is solved for gð0Þ. To maintain the
nsport, the barotropic velocity is rescaled from

2Þ ¼
H

H þ gð0Þ
~Uð1Þ ðC:1Þ

~u ¼

w

sa

wj

@g
@

wh
ve
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su
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su
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JðW
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ides are not in initial fields,~u0; ~u and w are constructed using Eqs.

.4)–(C.6) but with gð0Þ; ~Uð2Þ replacing gð1Þ; ~Uð3Þ (~u still respects no-
rmal flow).

. Tides and other external forcing

The final step of the initialization is to obtain the tidal free sur-
e and velocity, and add both to the sub-tidal fields computed
ove. Regional barotropic tidal fields are readily available (e.g.,
bert and Erofeeva, 2002, 2013) and if higher spatial resolutions
e needed, finer inversions can be used (e.g., Logutov, 2008;
gutov and Lermusiaux, 2008). The barotropic tides, gtide and

ide, are best-fit to a set of tidal fields under the constraints of sat-
ying the exact discrete divergence relation of the model geome-

and no-normal flow into coasts. The tidal elevations and
nsports are superimposed with the sub tidal counterparts con-
ucted in Section C.1

Þ ¼ gð0Þ þ gtide ðC:2Þ

ð3Þ ¼
H þ gð0Þ
H þ gð1Þ

~Uð2Þ þ
H

Hþgð1Þ
~Utide linear tidal model

Hþgtide
Hþgð1Þ

~Utide nonlinear tidal model

8<: ðC:3Þ

ally these elevations and transports are combined with the cho-
n vertical shear and continuity to obtain the initial velocities:

¼
~uð2Þ � 1

Hþgð1Þ

R gð1Þ
�H

~uð2Þ dz if 3D constraints ðsee Appendix BÞ

~uð1Þ � 1
Hþgð1Þ

R gð1Þ
�H

~uð1Þ dz otherwise

8<: ðC:4Þ
u þ Uð3Þ ðC:5Þ

¼ �
Z z

�H
r �~udf� ~u � rHð Þjz¼�H ðC:6Þ

15351535

1536With these choices for ~u and w, the initial velocities will also
1537tisfy
1538

z¼gð1Þ
¼ @gtide

@t
þ ~u � rgð1Þ
� ����

z¼gð1Þ
; wjz¼�H ¼ � ~u � rHð Þjz¼�H;

tide

t
þr �

Z gð1Þ

�H

~udz ¼ 0
15401540

1541ich represent the kinematic BCs at the top and bottom and the
1542rtically integrated conservation of mass, all under the previously
1543ted assumption that non-tidal temporal variations in the free
1544rface are negligible. Note that for time-dependent BCs, the super-
1545sition of tidal and sub tidal components is also done, but with the
1546b-tidal components computed above and the tidal components
1547aluated in real time from an attached tidal model.

1548pendix D. Derivations of cost functions

1549Here we briefly outline the derivation the cost functions and
1550bsequent schemes for optimizing them. Details are in available
1551Haley et al. (2014).

15521. Evaluating full domain cost function, J, for variations around W

1553Substituting Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) in Eq. (2), and performing a bit of

1554ebra to transfer the k̂� term, we obtain for J,
1555e Þ ¼ 1

2

ZZ
D
x k̂� H~Uð0Þ þ r eW� �

� k̂� H~Uð0Þ þ r eW� �
da: ðD:1Þ

15571557

1558plying calculus of variations to obtain the W that minimizes J
1559lds
1560
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JðWþ dWÞ ¼ JðWÞ þ 1
2

ZZ
D
xkrðdWÞk2 da�

ZZ
D
dWr

� x rWþ k̂� H~Uð0Þ
� �h i

da

þ
I
@D

xdW rWþ k̂� H~Uð0Þ
� �

� n̂ds ðD:2

where @D is the boundary of the domain D. W will minimize J pro
vided the second and third integrals in Eq. (D.2) are zero for all pe
missible choices of dW. The second integral will only be identicall
zero for all dW if the divergence in the integrand is everywhere zer
For the third integral around @D, two choices exist. One choic

would be to set ðrWþ k̂� H~Uð0ÞÞ � n̂ to zero along @D. This conditio
would constrain the circulation around the domain. The othe

choice is to provide Dirichlet BCs to the problem for eW, which, i
turn, limits the variations dW to those that vanish along the bound
ary (dWj@D ¼ 0). Dirichlet BCs provide a pathway for incorporatin
information on the transports into and out of the domain. Suc
information is an important addition to reduced physics initializa
tions (e.g. geostrophy), providing constraints on the external forcin
applied to the domain. To summarize, the second integrand is set t
zero along with Dirichlet BCs.

D.2. Evaluating exterior boundary cost function, Jbe , for variations
around Wbe

We separate Eq. (6) into a series of integrals along the ope
boundaries and a series of integrals along the coasts. We introduc
the set of Me labels for the Me external coasts fCe

mg. Th
om
Fig. D.13. Flowchart for constructing J u and c
b

Please cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities
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corresponding set of Me open boundary segments go from on
external coast to the next. They are defined such that the mth ope
boundary segment starts at external coast Ce

m and ends at externa
coast Ce

mþ1 or Ce
1 if m ¼ Me. To denote this, we use the notation Ceem

Jbe is then rewritten in terms of the open and coastal contribution

Jbe ð eWbe Þ ¼ 1
2

XMe

m¼1

Z Ce�em
Ceþ

m

x
@ eWbe

@s
þ H~Uð0Þ � n̂

 !2

ds

þ 1
2

XMe

m¼1

Z
Ce

m

x H~Uð0Þ � n̂
� �2

ds ðD:3

where the þ=� notation in Ceþ
m were defined just after Eq. (8). Th

first series of integrals contains the contributions from the ope
sections of @De while the second contains the contributions from
the external coasts. Variational calculus results in an equation di
ferent from, but similar to, (D.2):

Jbe ðWbe þ dWbe Þ ¼ JbeðWbeÞ þ 1
2

XMe

m¼1

Z Ce�em
Ceþ

m

x
@dWbe

@s

� 2

ds

�
XMe

m¼1

Z Ce�em
Ceþ

m

dWbe

� @

@s
x

@Wbe

@s
þ H~Uð0Þ � n̂

� � �
ds

�
XMe

m¼1

x
@Wbe

@s
þ H~Uð0Þ � n̂

� � �����Ceþ
m

Ce�
m

dWbeð ÞjCe
m
:

ðD:4

puting streamfunction along uncertain islands WCiu
n

.
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(2
re the contributions from the external coasts are all contained in
ðWbe Þ, leaving only the open boundaries (the 3 series) affected by
e variations dWbe . Wbe is guaranteed to minimize Eq. (6) if the last
o series in Eq. (D.4) are zero for all permissible dWbe , resulting in
. (7) and (8).

3. Deriving cost function, Jbu , for optimizing W along uncertain
asts, Ciu

The optimization functional, Jbu , is constructed as the sum of
ree terms:

WCiu
1
; . . . ;WCiu

Niu

� 
¼ Juu

bu WCiu
1
; . . . ;WCiu

Niu

� 
þ Juc

bu WCiu
1
; . . . ;WCiu

Niu

� 
þ Juo

bu WCiu
1
; . . . ;WCiu

Niu

� 
ðD:5Þ

ere Juu
bu is the optimizing functional for the transport between all

irs of the uncertain coasts, Juc
bu is the optimizing functional for the

nsport between all pairs of uncertain and certain coasts and Juo
bu is

e optimizing functional for the transport between each of the
certain coasts and the open boundaries of the domain
g. D.13). We introduce the superscript notation uu for functionals
d quantities evaluated between pairs of uncertain coasts, uc
tween uncertain and certain coasts and uo between uncertain
asts and the open boundaries. The three terms in Eq. (D.5) are
nstructed as follows:

Constructing Juu
bu : Let Ciu

n and Ciu
m be two of the coasts in @Diu. Wð0Þ

is not constrained to be a constant along these coasts. Denoting

a point s on Ciu
m by siu;m, we find the points suu

nm and suu
mn which

minimize the transport (as estimated by Wð0Þ) between the
islands:

½suu
nm; s

uu
mn� ¼ arg min

½siu;n ;siu;m �
j Wð0Þðsiu;nÞ �Wð0Þðsiu;mÞ j

(i.e. suu
nm is the point along Ciu

n which minimizes the difference in

Wð0Þ between Ciu
n and Ciu

m). Then, denoting Duu
nmWð0Þ ¼

Wð0Þðsuu
nmÞ �Wð0Þðsuu

mnÞ, the optimization functional for the trans-
port between islands n and m is chosen to be -uu

nmðWCiu
n
�

WCiu
m
� Duu

nmWð0ÞÞ2 where WCiu
n
; WCiu

m
are the unknown optimized

(constant) values of the transport streamfunction along coasts
n and m respectively. -uu

nm is a weight applied to the inter-island
transport difference in the optimization. The weights are chosen
to emphasize the transports between adjacent islands over the
transports between widely separated islands (e.g. in Fig. D.1,
the transport between islands 2 and 3 will be much more heavily
weighted than the transport between islands 1 and 3). The
details of the weighting function are presented in
Section 3.2.1. Summing these weighted differences over all dis-
tinct pairs of islands (and pre-multiplying by 1

2) results in:

Juu
bu WCiu

1
; . . . ;WCiu

Niu

� 
¼ 1

2

XNiu

n¼1

XNiu

m¼nþ1

-uu
nm WCiu

n
�WCiu

m
� Duu

nmWð0Þ
� �2

� �
ðD:6Þ

2. Constructing Juc
bu : Let Cc

k be one of the coasts in @Dc;WCc
k

be the

certain (constant) value of W along Cc
k and Ciu

n be a coast in

@Diu. Find the point suc
nk on Ciu

n which minimizes the transport
(as estimated by Wð0Þ) between the island and certain coast:

suc
nk ¼ arg min j Wð0Þðsiu;nÞ �WCc

k
j

siu;n

ease cite this article in press as: Haley Jr., P.J., et al. Optimizing velocities and t
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and define Duc
nkWð0Þ ¼ Wð0Þðsuc

nkÞ �WCc
k
. The optimization functional

for the transport between island n and coast k is chosen to be

-uc
nkðWCiu

n
�WCc

k
� Duc

nkWð0ÞÞ
2 ¼ -uc

nkðWCiu
n
�Wð0Þðsuc

nkÞÞ
2. Here the cer-

tain value WCc
k

cancels out. One side effect of this cancellation is

that this functional provides a mechanism for the constant of
integration selected in constructing Wb to enter into the opti-
mization (while Juu

bu retains only differences of Wð0Þ). As before,
the transport differences are weighted by -uc

nk. Summing these
weighted differences over all pairs of islands and coasts (and
pre-multiplying by 1

2) results in:

Juc
bu WCiu

1
; . . . ;WCiu

Niu

� 
¼ 1

2

XNiu

n¼1

XMc

k¼1

-uc
nk WCiu

n
�Wð0Þðsuc

nkÞ
� �2

� �
ðD:7Þ

3. Constructing Juo
bu : Let so;b be a point along the open boundary,

@Do. Find suo
nb on Ciu

n and sou
bn on @Do which minimizes the

transport (as estimated by Wð0Þ) between the island and
open boundary:

½suo
nb; s

ou
bn� ¼ arg min

½siu;n ;so;b �
j Wð0Þðsiu;nÞ �Wð0Þðso;bÞ j

Then, defining Duo
nbWð0Þ ¼ Wð0Þðsuo

nbÞ �Wð0Þðsou
bnÞ, the optimization

functional for the transport between the island n and the open

boundary is chosen to be -uo
nbðWCiu

n
�Wð0Þðsou

bnÞ � Duo
nbWð0ÞÞ

2 ¼
-uo

nbðWCiu
n
�Wð0Þðsuo

nbÞÞ
2. As above, the transport difference is

weighted by -uo
nb and the known value of W along the boundary

cancels (providing a second path for information on the constant
of integration). Summing these weighted differences over all
islands (and pre-multiplying by 1

2) results in:

Juo
bu WCiu

1
; . . . ;WCiu

Niu

� 
¼ 1

2

XNiu

n¼1

-uo
nb WCiu

n
�Wð0Þðsuo

nbÞ
� �2

� �
ðD:8Þ

These expressions for Juu
bu ; Juc

bu and Juo
bu are substituted into Eq.

.5), resulting in Eq. (14). Juc
bu and Juo

bu provide a pathway for the
solute value of Wbe (i.e. the constant of integration) to be includ-

in the optimized WCiu , since they are formulated directly in
rms of the WCiu ’s. In contrast, the formulation of Juu

bu in terms of
fferences between the WCiu ’s provides the algorithm robustness
non-localized changes from imposing the WCiu (i.e. the values

ng Ciu are allowed to ‘‘float’’ with the changes).
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